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Crystal L, Cox
Pro Se Defendant
Case 2:12-cv-0204G GMN-PAL

SawyBroker@Yahoo.com

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF NEVK A

Case 2Jf2-cv-02040-GMN-PAL

Plaintiff, * rc J. Randazza
Response l Ans- r to Complaint

vs.

Crystal L. Cox and Eliot Bernstein, Defendants

1, Defendant Crystal Cox Deny aII counts of Complaint

1, Defendant Crystal Cox Deny Paragraph 51 through 105

1, Defendant Crystal Cox has not engaged in Extortion
Defendant Eliot Bernstein, to my knowledge has never been charged with,

investigated nor found guilty of the crime of Extortion.

I Defendant Crp tal Cox, have never solicited Plaintiff Karc Randazza or anyone else for money
to remove a blog post or to remove any of my investigative reporting articles / blog posts. I have
never bought a domain name with the intent to ask for money from anyone that I report on.

l Defendant Crystal Cox have never had a crim inal com plaint sled against me for Extodion. l
Defendant Crystal Cox have never been on trial or investigated for Extortion. I Defendant Crysl l
Cox am not guilty of extortion. To my knowledge and upon my belief, Defenant Eliot Bernstein
has not been on trial for extortion nor investigated for etodion, nor has there ever been a
criminal complaint filed against Defendant Eliot Bernstein for the crime of extortion tc my

knowledge.
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Defendant Crystal Cox and Defendant Eliot Bernstein
are NOT involved in a Civil Conspiracy.

Defendant Crptal Cox is not involved in a Civil Co% piracy.
Defendant Eliot Bernstein, to my knowledge is NOT involved in a Civil Conspiracy.

Plaintiff * rc Randazza is involved in a Criminal and Civil Conspiracy against Defendant
CY II Cox and Defendant Eliot Bernstein to Suppress the iMewit Technologystory and

Pressure Defendant to STOP her Ninth Circuit Y peal in Obsidian Finance Group LLC v.
CY tal Cox.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crntal Cox, Plaintiff > rc Randazza has acted in
criminal and civil conspiracy to paint me, Defendant Crystal Cox in false Iight, defame me and
accuse me of a crime in mass media, Iczgal blogs and public radio in order to attempt to discredit
my blogs repoding the M ewlt Technology Story. M d to remove blogs that connect Plaintiff * rc
Randazza to those infringing on the M ewit Technology and owing Billions to the M ewit
Technology Company, Defendant Eliot Bernstein.

Plaintis o rc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly Conspired in accusing me, Defendant Crystal
Cox publicly of the Crime of Extortion. 1, Defendant Crystal Cox have never extorted anyone. 1,
Defendant Crystal Cox did not ask Plaintiff Marc Randazza for money to remove blog posts.
Plaintiff * rc Randazza offered to buy domain names from Defendant Clstal Cox. Defendant
Crystal Cox refused, as the Exhibits to this Complaint Show.

Plaintiff o rc Randazza also offered te buy domain names from e nica Foster aKa Aex œ lody,
when she refused œ rc Randazza threatened her, stole domain names with the use of Jessica
Griffin Godaddy Insider. For fear of her Iife and Iivlihood œ nica Foster aKa Aex e lody Gave
œ rcRandazza.com back to Defendant Crystal Cox in hopes she would not be stalked,
threatened, defamed beaten or even murdered by Plaintiff * rc Randazza and his connections .

Plaintiff M arc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly Conspired V th Godaddy Inc.

On belief and knoe edge of Defendant CY tal Cox, Godaddy has Criminally and Civilly
conspired with Plaintiff * rc Randazza to steal the following domain names without due

process.

m arcrandazza.me
m arcrandazza.com

marcjrandazza.com
fuckmarcrandazza.com

marcjohnrandazzacom
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marcrandazzasuc+ .com
m arcrandazzaisalyingasshole.com
m arcrandazza.bk
m arcrandazza.info
marcrandazza.mobi
marcrandazzaparody.com
exposem arcrandazza.com
randazzalegalgroupsucks.com
trollm arcrandazza.com
hypocritemarcrandazza.com
crystalcoxm arcrandazza.com

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crn tal Cox, Godaddy has Criminally and Civilly
conspired with Plajntiff > rc Randazza to change domain name servers to point to blog posts
inciting hateful and defamatol remarks about Defendant Crystal Cox. Blog posts which are
posted by those acting in criminal and civil conspiracy with Plaintiff Marc Randazza to intimidatef
threaten, gag, harass Defendant Crystml Cox and to paint a picture that is fraud on the courts to
get thousands of blog posts regarding the M ewit Stolen Mdeo Technology, removed from the
search engines permanently. This action violates AntiTrust Laws Fair Competition Laws and
Gives Plaintiff œ rc Randazza and unfair advantage in the search engines based on Defendant
Crystal Cox's, my m oney, my time, and my intellectual propedy.

The c ove Domain Names were seized in Criminal and Civil Conspiracy with Plainti' o rc
Randazza, GoDaddy, Peter L. M chaelson, W IPO, and Judge Gloria M. Navarro. The Above
domain names now Iink to the following Post Corltent on Marc Randarm 's Blog u7'he Legal
Satyricon'' and to a Blog Post Linking to Defamation in Regard to Defendant Crystal Cox
and Defendant Eliot Bernstein. Here is what the Domains Link to, as do thousands of

internal blog posts.

Marc Randazza's Blog fi-rhe Legal SaWricon'' Blog Post, Seized Domains Now
Link to' BEFORE Defendant Crystal Cox and Defendant Eliot Bernstein

w as allowed due process of law .

'f-rhis Dom ain Nam e Seized from Crystal Cox

A num ber of dom ain nam es, form erly registered to the know n
cyber-extortionist, Crystal Cox, now fo- ard to this post.

On Nov. 30., the W orld Intellectual Property Organization awa rded six of
them to me in Randazza v. Cox, W IPO Case No. D2012-1525. (Cox's
commenta r'y on the case i s he re)
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On Dec. 14, the United States Distrid Court In La5 Vegas issued a TRO
seizing the rest. See Randazza v. Cox, 2: 12-cv-02040 (D. Nev. Dec. 14,
2012)

I prefer not to com m ent m uch on the cases them selves, as there has been
plenty of that from third party m edia sources. However, I have put up this
post so that any of the seized dom ain nam es can point to this post. If you
represent any of Cox's other vid ims, feel f ree to em ail m e and I'I I be
pleased to share m y pleadings i n these cases.

Here are som e seled ed press accounts of the story:

Forbes: HiI 1, Kashm i r, ''UgIy New Reputation-smeari na-Tactic: Goî ng After
a Toddler's Intem et Footprint'' Forbes.com , April 2, 2012.

New  York Tim es: Carr, David, nW hen Truth Survlves Free Sneech'' New
York Tim es, Dec. 11, 2011.

Philly Law  Bb g: Rushie, Jordan, ''The Evolution of Crystal Cox: Anatom v of
a Scam m er'' Philly Law Blog, April 3, 2012.

Forbes: Coursey, David. ''AO  Bloççel's Reallv Joum alists? Not If They Ask
for Monev'' Forbes.com , March 29, 2012.

Forbes: Hill, Kashm ir. ''W hy An Investm ent Firm W as Awarded $2.5 Million
After Belncl Defam ed By Bloaaer'' Forbes.com , Dec. 7, 2011.

PopeHat: W hite, Ken. ''Crystal Cox: Not a Free Soeech Advocate'' Popehat,
April 4, 2012,

Natb nal Public Radio: Garfield, Bob. ''Com bating 'Bad' Speech with More
Speech'' NPR, On the Media Episode On April 6, 2012.

Photograplw  K Not a Crim e : Miller, Carlos. ''Bloçger Must Act Like
Journalist To Be Treated Li ke On.e'' Pixiq, Decem ber 9, 2011.
1 expect even m ore loony tunes to follow .''

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Cro tal Cox, Plaintiff œ rc Randazza Criminally and
Civilly Conspired with GoDaddy, Peter L. Michaelson, W IPO, and Judge Gloria M. Nam rro to
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seize Defendant Crystal Cox and Defendant Eliot Bernstein's Domain Names and then
allow Plaintiff Marc Randarzn in conspiracy Iink those domain names to a blog post doing
what Plaintis * rc Randazza is accusing Defendant Crystal Cox and Defendant Eliot

Bernstein of doing. Plaintiff * rc Randazza has linked seized domain names to a blog post in
which Iinks to stories, articles, blog posts written by his co-conspirators in effort to defame,
harass, intimidate, criminally endanger, and silence Investigative Blogger Crystal Cox.

Defendant Crystal Cox had thousands of Iinking blog posts, and Plaintiff * rc Randazza has
Criminally and Civilly conspired with Godaddy Inc, and the Nevada Courts to wipe out this
content, these Iinks, in an unethical, illegal TRO. Godaddy Inc. is snancially Iiable to Defendant
Crystal Cox, as is Plaintiff * rc Randazza and Judge Gloria M. Navarro professionally and
personally.

Plaintiff o rc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly conspired with Godaddy Inc. and Bob Parsons
Godaddy President to tie up dom ain names for Plaintiff * rc Randazza in a way that violates the
Iegal and constitutional rights of Defendant Crystal Cox and Defendant Eliot Bernstein.

Plainti' œ rc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly conspired with Godaddy Inc. and Bob Parsons
Godaddy President to suppress blogs of Defendant Crystal Cox in order to cover up Godaddy's
infringement of the M ewit Technology. Ald to Crim inally and Civilly conspire with W IPO, Sony,
W arner Bros,, APPLE, MPEG 1.A Baryn Futa, Aexis Devane, Peter L. Mchaelson, Tonkon Torp
Law Firm , o nwin, Corbin Fisher and John and Jane Does who owe Eliot Bernstein and M ewit
Technology Billions of Dollars,

In the Sum mer of 2011 Proskauer Rose Law Firm aoem pted to Seize Dom ain Names of
Defendant Crystal Cox, in which exposed the involvement of Proskauer Rose Law Firm and
Proskauer Rose M orney Kenneth Rubenstein in the biggest technolœ y crime in the world, the
stealing of the 12 Trillion Dollar M ewit Technology, in which Defendant Eliot Bernstein was one
of the inventors, and the founder of the M ewit Technology Com pany. Proskauer Rose Law Firm
attempted to Seize Dom ain Nam es of Defendant Crystal Cox, in Order to order to silence the
investigative blogs of Defendant Crystal Cox, A that time, in 2011 Proskauer Rose Law Firm
picked Peter L. Michaelson to be a Panelist, a Sole Panelist. Defendant Clstal Cox objected
and demanded a 3 Panel W IPO A'bitration. Peter L. Michaelson reclused him self from the panel
before the proceedings started, I assume because Peter L. Michaelson worked at Bell Labs with
iMewit Defendant and Co-conspirator Kenneth Rubenstein, was connected to M ewit Defendant
and Coc onspirator Hon. Judith Kaye, and had connections with Proskauer Rose that were an
obvious conflict of interest.

The W IPO Complaint accused Defendant Crystal Cox of ''Parroting Eliot BernsteinM and
attempted to completely discredit the Mewit Technology Story and the involvement of Proskauer
Rose Patent M orneys in the stealing of the M ewit Technology.
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The Domain Names involved in this Dispute were AlenFagin.com , Josephl-eccese.com,

Greggo shberg.com and Proskauerl-awFirm.com - WIPO Case Numbers (TG) D201 1-0678,
(C7) D201 1-0679,(C1 D201 1-0677, (CT) D2011-0675 (Complainant Proskauer Rose).

Proskaœ r Rose Law Firm, at that time reqbested that Peter L. Michaelson be a Panelist
on the W IPO Panel. There were 3 W IPO Panelisi on that W IPO Case, Peter L.
Michaelson recused himse; before the Panel was set , assuming, due to conflicts of
interest with Kenneth Rubenstein Proskauer Pate?at Adorneyoriginally involved in the
iviewit Technology theft and connections with AT&T Bell Labs, MPEG LA, and Hon. Judith

Kaye.

Defendant Crystal Cox won alI 4 W IPO cases against Proskauer Rose.

W hen Proskauer Rose could not remove the lnvestigative Blogs of Crystal L. Cox exposing the
M ewit Technology theft by Proskauer Rose attorneys to the m asses, Proskauer Rose then
criminally and civilly conspired with Peter L. Michaelson, W IPO , in order to control the W IPO

Decision regarding œ rc Randazza Vs. Cwstal Cox and Eliot Bemstein.

Proskauer Rose then enlisted, conspired criminally and civilly with Plaintiff * rc Randazza to set
a precedence in a court decision to later be used by Proskauer Rose to seize thousands of
blogs and hundreds of thousands of blog posts exposing Proskauer Rose involved in the stealing
of a 13 Trillion Dollar Technology, the M ewit Technology. Proskauer Rose conspired criminally
and civilly with Plaintiff * rc Randazza to use this iIl gotten court decision as a basis for future
claims against thousands of Defendant Crystal Cox's blogs and the Blogs of Defendant Eliot
Bernstein, M ewit Technologies.

On belief and knoe edge of Defendant CY tal Cox, Plainti; o rc Randazza conspired
criminally and civilly with David Aman, Steven W ilker and Mike e rgan of Tonkon Torp Law Firm
in this m atter as well, as they were attorneys for Enron, which collapsed due to deals with
Proskauer Rose Law firm regarding the Mewit Technology,

On belief and knowledge of Defendant CY tal Cox, Plaintiff o rc Randazza criminally and
civilly conspired with Proskauer Rose to get a i'Ruling' that Proskauer Rose can Iater use to
STOP the flow of information regarding the M ewit Technology. Plainti# * rc Randazza
conspired with Tonkon R rp Lawyer David S. Arlan to SEIZE the ''Right to Appeal'' of Defendant
Crystal Cox, in a Sheriff Sale of Defendant Crystal Cox's M sets. Plaintiff œ rc Randazza
coached, conspired with, counseled Tonkon Torp Lawyer David S. Aman and Steven W ilker
Opposing Counsel in regard to seizing Defendant Crystal Cox's right to appeal as an M SET.
Thereby stopping the M eiwt Story and the attention com ing at the Investigative Blogs of Crystal
Cox. Plaintiff œ rc Randazza has set out to sabotage Defendant Crystal Cox, in her, my Ninth
Circuit Appeal from the Beginning, srst as my own attorney ncxgotiating with Tonkon Torp Lawyer
David S. Aman on my behalf, allegedly in my best interest.
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Plaintiff * rc Randazza conspired criminally and civilly with Jordan Rushie of œ lvihill and
Rushie LLC Philly Law Blog, Brown W hite $ Newhouse, Kenneth P. W hite, Popehatcom, Eric
Turkewitz - Turkewit Law Firm and NewYorkpersonallnjulAoorneyBlog.com, Scoo H.
Greenfield of Simple Justice - a New York Criminal Defense Blog, * rk Bennett
blog.bennedandbennetcoml Bennett and Bennett, Scott H. Greenfield, Bob Garfield of NPR,
David Carr of the New York Times, Kashmir Hill of Forbes and other John and Jane Doe
M orneys and Law Firms, in an online campaign to defame, discredit the blogs of Defendant
Crystal Cox and to m ake her, me Iook Iike a Crim inal. Plaintiff Marc Randazza's conspiracy
would fail if Defendant Crystal Cox is allowed to go to the Ninth Circuit Appeal and W ins, thereby
giving even more credibility to her, my blogs reporting on their criminal and civil conspiracy.
Therefore, Plaintiff œ rc Randazza conspired criminally and civilly with Tonkon Torp Lawyers to

STOP m:, Defendant Crystal Cox's Ninth Circuit Appeal.

Plaintiff * rc Randazza crim inally and civilly conspired with Tonkon Torp Law Firm , as this
Iawsuit and Obsidian V. Cox are harassing and intimidating fawsuit that violated my fundamental
free speech right and now is trying to be denied a right to appeal.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crn tal Cox, Plainti; Karc Randazza criminally and
civilly conspired with Tonkon Torp Law Firm to Deny Due Process in opposite constitution rights
to appeal. Plaintiff m rc Randazza has committed fraud on this coud in claiming the belief that
Defendant Crystal Cox is a Montana Resident. The W IPO Complaint was in the name Reverend
Crystal Cox as obtained from the Domain Name W ho is Data Base, which also showed I was in
W ashington State, Plaintiff % rc Randazza crim inally and civilly conspired with Tonkon Torp on
seizing my ''Right to Appeal'' as an asset and Plaintiff * rc Randazza is covering up that fact
that he knows I am in W ashington State, as Plaintiff m rc Randazza has advised Dakid Aman
and Steven W ilker of Tonkon Torp Law Firm on how to seize my rights as it pertains to
W ashington Law and not œ ntana Law.

On belief and knoe edge of Defendant Gro tal Cox, W hen Proskauer Rose Failed at
Silencing the Blogs of Investigative Blogger Crystal Cox in the Sum mer of 2011, Proskauer Rose
then Enlisted Co-conspirators Peter L. Mchaelson and m rc Randazza ln the Spring of 20121
when Plaintiff œ rc Randazza Filed a Domain Name Dispute with the Czech Arbitration Court
based in Prague (adceu). The Czech Abitration Coud case worker was Tereza Bartoskova.
The Czech N bitration Court case number was Administrative proceeding No. 100472. This
domain nam e dispute was filed by Plaintiff Marc John Randazza. Itwas filed against Defendant
Crystal Cox and Defendant Eliot Bernstein. Czech Arbitrution Coud case M ministrative
proceeding No. 100472 is hereby included as evidence into this case, in its' entirety, including a1I
documents, em ails filings, answers, phone records, and aII inform ation in this case

Czech Arbitration Couft case M ministrative proceeding No. 100472 was cancelled after months
of document and exhibit submissions as well as Respondent Clstal Cox's answer being filed.
Plaintiff M orney Marc Randazza did not notify Respondents, Defendant Eliot Bernstein and
Defendant Crystal L. Cox. Plaintiff * rc Randazza then, at some point after this, and with no
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reason as to why the Czech case was cancelled, Plaintiff Marc Randazza filed a W IPO Dlspute.
Respondeni, Defendant Eliot Bernstein and Defendant Crystal L. Coxwas not notified by
Plaintiff œ rc Randazza and found out, too Iate to file a response.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant CY tal Cox, Godaddy Inc. Criminally and Civilly
conspired with Plaintiff e rc Randazza, as Godaddy Inc. never unfocked the domain names
AFTER Plaintis œ rc Randazza withdrew Czech Arbitration Court case M ministrative
proceeding No. 100472. Godaddy lnc. Aded and Abetted Plaintis o rc Randazza to keep
Domain Nam es locked, unlawfully and against UDRP Rules.

Plainti; * rc Randazza conspired Criminally and Civilly with W IPO, Godaddy lnc., Proskauer
Rose Law Firm, MPEG 1-A, Kenneth Rubenstein, Hon. Judith Kaye, Peter L. Mchaelson and
other John and Jane Doe's in stealing domain names from Respondents, Defendant Eliot
Bernstein and Defendant Crystal L. Coy in order to stôp the flow of information regarding the
iMewit Technology Theq and the involvement of and infringem ent of Plaintiff m rc Randazza'
clients o nwin, Corbin Fisher and other Porn Industl Companies, And to protect the illegal
technology infringement of W arner Bros., APPLE, MPEG LA, and other John and Jane Doe's.
And to protect the involvement of Proskauer Rose Law Firm, Proskauer Rose Patent Attorney
Kenneth Rubenstein, Hcn. Judith Kay and other John and Jane D()e's. Judith Kaye and Kenneth
Rubenstein are both major Mewit Defendants in RICO and M ti--rrust Lawsuits.

Plaintiff * rc Randazza has Crim inally and Civilly conspired with Godaddy Inc. and Bob Parsons
Godaddy President te suppress the iMewit Technology Story. Godaddy, and Bob Parsons are
infringing on the M ewit Technology, and are invested in multiple companies who also infringe on

the M ewit Technology.

On belief and knoe edge of Defendant CY tal Cox, Godaddy criminally and civilly conspires
with Plaintiff o rc Randazza in not following UDRP Rules, Laws and Regulations, Godaddy
simply takes whatever Iegal document Plaintif * rc Randazza, Randazza Legal Group gives
them and acts in civil and criminal conspiracy to do whatever Plaintiff Marc Randazza tells

Godaddy to do.

Defendant Crntal Cox has NOT violated Cyberpricy La-
Defendant Crn tal Cox Denies Molation of CYBERPIRACY PROTECTIONS

15 U.S.C. 9 8131.

Defendant Crystal Cox is NOT in MOLATION OF INDM DUAL CYBERPIRACY PROTECTIONS
-  15 U.S.C. j8131. Defendant Crystal Cox has not violated CYBERSQUAU ING - 15 U.S.C. j
1125(d). Defendant Crystal Cox has not violated RIGFIT OF PUBLICITY- NRS 597.810
COK N LAW  RIGHT OF PUBLICIW , COMX N LAW  RIGHT OF INTRUSION UPON
SECLUSSON and has not committed CM L CONSPIRACY.
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On belief and knowledge of Defendant Cro tal Cox, Plaintiff Marc Randazza has
Criminally and Civilly Conspirod with Godaddy Inc., this Court, O PO and Judge Gloria
Navarro in illegallyseizing domain na- s, redirecting thousands of blog posts and

Defendant is entitled to compensation. This coul.t is not a Domain Y praisal Expert and
yet has had Plaintiff Post a Bond of $100 per blog, per domain. MarcRandazzaacom alone
is worth Millions, Defendant Crw tal Cox's Right to Appeal is with 100's of Billions,
Defendant Crn tal Cox's Blog network is worth over 100 M illion.

If it is not Mlegal'' to own the nam e of another Iiving individual in a Domain Name then how did

Plaintiff * rc Randazza win the right of his client to own
GlenBeckRapedandœ rderedAyounggidinlggo.com? Aso millions of domain names with other
people's names in it, are owned by drop companes, just as Crystall-.cox.com goes to a domain
name with advertising on it in chinese. httor//chelvwrichtcom/ , httor//www.brucesewell,com/,
http://marcrandazza.net/ is a pay per click site, goes to a pay ad site, and millions of other
domain names. The domain name registrar often makes this money.

There are thousands of Parody, Satire Sites, of which Plaintiff Marc Randazza is an advocate
for many of these sites, yet my sites were shut down, my domain names seized and without
due process. Even nam es such as o rcRandazzaparody.com , Flypocriteo rcRandazza.com
and Crystalcoxo rcRandazza.com, there by in one unconstitutional swoop, stnpping Defendant
Cfystal Cox from making a Parody Regarding m rc Randazza. This violates my due process
and has caused dam aged to my online neM ork, as well as defamed me, as these dom ain

names now Iink to a blog post on Plaintifrs blog that defam es me.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant CY tal Cox, Plaintiff m rc Randazza and his
M orney Co-conspirators teach others how to steal domain names. This is a YouTube
Comment from Captainobvious, believed to be Kenneth P. W hite of Brown, W hite and
Newhouse.

''Captain Obuous 3 weeks ago
Ev ryone who is a Qctim of Cox needs to know they can win against her. Do NOT make
the following mistakes (1) seeking a multi-member panel - that is a typical Iarge 5%
response to an idea (2) going aqer trademark rights (3) don't treat the arbitration Iike
a complaint that can be amended or augmented with discoœry - treat it Iike an arbitration.''

The ''Mctims'' he speae of are those I repod on, expose in my online media, which is my Free
Speech Right to do so. He is telling them how to steal domain names, In Conspiracy with W IPO,
INTA and Godaddy. Plaintiff * rc Randazza has used this Nevada Coud to alter the search
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engines, Molate hf Free Speech Rights in œ ss, Defame me, Plaintiff Crystal Cox, Harass œ ,
steal my intellectual property and suppress my blog posts exposing Plaintiff * rc Randazza and
his connection to those who have stolen the M ewit Technology.

Redirecting Plaintiff Crystal Cox's domain names in conspiracy is a theft a crime, an AntiTrust
Molation, Fair Competition Law M olation and is fraud on this court. Godaddy lnc. who Sold the
Dom ain Nam es, illegally gave the domain names to Plainti' * rc Randazza, changing the
server and breaking thousands of Iinks forever.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has acted in Criminal and Civil Conspiracy
against Defendant Crp tal Cox

Defendant Crystml Cox has NOT been involved in any conspiracy against Plaintiff * rc
Randazza. In Fact, Plaintiff Karc Randazza has been involved in Crim inal and Civil Conspiracy
against Defendant Crystal Cox.

Defendant Cfystal Cox's Independent Investigative Blogger, blogs are solely ow ned and operated

by Defendant Crystal Cox, with the exception of other news entries / posts by journalists /
investigative bloggers from time to time, including full time investigative blogger M chael
Spreadbury posts, Defendant Eliot Bernstein has never, ever posted, w ritten on Defendant
Crystal Cox's blogs.

Defendant Eliot Bernstein has had his rights violated, due process violated and has been a
victim of this court. Defendant Eliot Bernstein has Iost domain names and future value in other
domain names due fraud on this court acting in conspiracy with Godaddy Inc., Bob Parsons and
Plaintiff * rc Randazza to seize dom ain nam es, delete thousands of blog posts from the search
engines, steal intellectual property and aII to suppress the biggest Technology Crime in the
W orld Ever, the Crim inal and Civil Conspiracy of the M ewit Stolen Technology.

Defendant Eliot Bernstein is not a proxy, was never engaged in any cyberfly activity and is the
rightful owner of domain names stolen in conspiracy with this coud, conspiracy with Godaddy
Inc., Bob Parsons and Plaintiff o rc Randazza.

Defendant Eliot Bernstein agreed to assume Domain Nam es in Iieu of debt because m any of the
dom ain nam es are evidentiary Iinks in his Federal RICO and ANTITRUST Iawsuit, to
W histleblower Christine C. M derson and ongoing Federal Investigations. And these domain
names assumed by Defendant Eliot Bernstein in receivership are also used in State, Federal
and lnternational Criminal Complaints as Exhibits.

Defendant Eliot Bernstein is not responsible for content on the blogs of Defendant Crystal Cox
and received ownership of domain names through receivership, due to a debt owed by
Defendant Crystal Cox to Defendant Eliot Bemstein of which the Obsidian V. Cox coud records,
depositions and docum ents clearly show. Plaintiff * rc Randazza has acted in criminal
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conspiracy with (THE BLOGGERS) to deliberately paint Eliot Bernstein in False Light, Molate his
individual rights, violate his constitutional rights and accuse him of a crime in public forums.

On belief and knoe edge of Defendant Crp tal Cox, Plainti' o rc Randazza has acted in
criminal conspiracy to suppress the M eiwt Technology story to, in conspiracy protect his clients
Hunter œ ore, Liberty œ dia Holdings, Corbin Fisher, œ nwin and other John and Jane Does.
Defendant Eliot Bernstein is one of those I write about one of those stories that I repod on in
order to expose corruption in the courts.

Plaintiff o rc Randazza calling those I write about ''victims'' is false and perpetrates a fraud on
the court They are people, companies l Report on, of which 1, Defendant Crystal L. Cox have
been proudly doing in Imy own name for a decade.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly Conspired with

John C. Malone and Liberty Media (LINTB).

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff * rc Randazza has acted in
criminal conspiracy with John C. œ lone, Rich Baer, Evan D. o lone, David E. Rapley, Larfy E.
Romrell, Donne F. Fisher, Gregory B. o ffei, Andrea L. W ong, Robert R. Bennettl M. Ian G.
Chilchrist, and Liberty œ dia (LINTB) and Liberty * ia (LINTB) owned cömpanies PBS, Sprint
Netel Corporation, Starz, Time W arner Cable, Time W arner Inc., Macom Inc., Centurylink,
Crown œ dia Holdings, Liberty Associated Partners LLC, Barnes and Noble, Liberty Media
Corporation, M quire œ dia, M sociated Partners L,P., o cNeil/l-ehrer, Live Nation Entertainment
lnc., Kroenke N ena Company LLC, Atlanta National League, Corbin Fisher, Brazzers, Encore,
E! Entertainm ent, Tim e W arner Entedainment, Nine Caerman Owned Cable Com panies,
o nwin, Discovery Channel, News Corporation, QVC, AT&T, Gary O gness, o gness
Securities, Paul A. Gould, Jerome H, Kern, Kim œ gness, Charles Y. Tanabe, TCI, Liberty œ dia
Holdjngs, Xbizf Corbin Fisher, Playboy, Hustler, The W einstein Company, Playboy Enterprises,
W arren Buffet, Disney, Netflix, APPLE, Liberty œ dia Corp NM DAQ:LMCA, and John and Jane
Dœ 's.

These Liberty œ dia Holdings are named in the Mewit RICO Complaint, RICO Lawsuit, SEC
Complaint, USPTO Complaint, New York W histleblower W hitewashing Cases, M empted
Murder and Car Bombing cases involving M ewit Technolœ y, Florida Bar Lawsuits, Department
of Justice Investigations and m ore.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Clstal Cox, Plaintiff * rc Randazza has acted in

criminal conspiracy with John C. o lone and Liberty œ dia (LINTB) and alliated companies in
order to suppress the Meiwt Technology story because his client Liberty œ dia / Liberty œ dia
Holdings LLC who owns part of Time W arner Inc., Time W arner Cable and Macom, as well as
Part or AI of the Following who infringe on the M ewit Technology: Encore, Startz, TCI Ventures
Group LLC, ATT, Libeo  Digital lnc., TCI Satellite Entertainment Inc, Discovery Channel,
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I =

Ne-  Corporation, Netflix, QVC, Mediaone Group, CBS, The Weinstein Company,
Liberty Capital, Corbin Fisher, Liberty Global, Belgium's Telenet Group Holding, Sirius Radio,
Barnes and Noble, Discover Com munications, o lone Family Foundation, in Connection with
the Cato Institute, and other Jane and John Doe's to be added.

O n belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plainti# Marc Randazza has acted in
criminal conspiracy with John C. m lone and aII owned companies and associated people
above, in a m assive deception, fraud on shareholders. Plaintiff œ rc Randazza, John C. o lone,
Rich Baer, Evan D. m lone and aII above know of Liberty œ dia infringing on the iMewit Mdeo
Technology and the massive Iiability this is to Liberty œ dia and all people, companies,
shareholders Iisted above in connection to Libedy œ dia owned companies.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has acted in criminal conspiracy with John C. O lone and Libeë  œ dia
to com mit Shareholder Fraud, Insider Trading, Sec M olations, Anti--rrust Molations, Securities
Fraud and continued infringem ent on the M ewit Mdeo Technology in spite of known NDA'S,
Legal Contractsl Inventors Rights and the FACT that Plaintiff m rc Randazza, Liberty he ia and
John C. O lone knowingly fail to disclose this Trillion Dollar Liabilik to shareholders of Liberty
œ dia and Associated Com panies.

Plaintiff * rc Randazza has conspired Crim inally and Civilly with John C. o lone, Liberty œ dia,
Time W arner Inc., Macom , MPEG i..A, Proskauer Rose Law Firm , Patent M orney Kenneth
Rubenstein, INTA Peter L. M chaelson, Francis Gurry, W IPO, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
AT&TI Stephen Lamont, W arner Bros., AOL, SO NY, and other John and Jane Doe's to rem ove
information from the Internet Regarding the worlds Iargest technolœ y crime, the theft of the
iMewit Technology by Proskauer Rose Patent M orneys and Cœconspirators. And to remove
information regarding their involvement in stealing, infringing on the M ewit Technology.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, John C. œ lone bcsgan his business career
at Bell Telephone Laboratories of AT&T. Kenneth Rubenstein, the Head Proskauer Rose Patent
M orney involved in crim inal and civil conspiracy of stealing the M ewit was at Bell Labs
associated with John C. o lone and W IPO Panelist Peter L, Michaelson. Plainti' * rc
Randazza has conspired Crim inally and Civilly with John C. o lone, Kenneth Rubenstein, Peter
L. Michaelson, Libefty œ dia and other John and Jane Doe's in intim idating, harassing, defam ing,
crim inally endangering, Defendant Crystal Cox and Defendant Eliot Bernstein.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Co4 Plaintiff * rc Randazza has conspired
Criminally and Civilly with John C. m lone, Kenneth Rubenstein, Peter L. M chaelson, Liberty
he ia, Godaddy, Judge Gloria M. Navarro and other John and Jane Doe's to remove
thousands of blogs posts and associated Iinks exposing those involved in the N iewit
Technology Thet And Criminally and Civilly to steal domain names, redirect domain names,

and steal intellectual propel , personal proped of Defendant Eliot Bernstein, iviewlt
Foue er and of Defendant Crp tal Cox in order to suppress information involving the
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iviewit Company, and the known technology infringement of Plaintiff Marc Randarm and
Jordan Rœ hie, Philly Law Blog clierlt Libedy Media, John C. Malone and AII Associated

Companies infringing on the iviewit Technology.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff * rc Randazza has conspired
Criminally and Civilly with John C. œ lone, Libedy Media, œ Kinsey & Company, John Calkins,
W arner Bros.l Time W arner Inc., SONY Entertainment, Doug Chey, Scott Sherr, Todd Outten,
Aot-i-rracy L. Coenen, Tirn Cook, Julie Jacobs, W arren Lieberfarb, Lieberfarb and Associates,
Sony Pictures Enteltainment lntel, Bruce Sewell, H. Hickman Powell, Crossbow Ventures,
Chuck Dages, Aan E. Bell, Kenneth Rubensteinl W B Online, Sam Smith, Joe M nino, Jack
Scanlon, Real Producer, W MP Developer Guides, œ dia Cleaner Pro, AOLTW , Microsoft
Toshiba, Best Buy, Samsung, Columbia House, and John and Jane Doe's in removing blogs
repoding on the suppressing information regarding massive shareholder fraud, racketeering, sec
fraud, suppressing and removing M ewit Technology, stealing domain names related to the
M ewit Technology theft story, removing blogs from the search engines related to the M ewit
Technology theft and in intimidation - defamation - harassment campaigns against Investigative
Blogger Defendant Crystal Cox and against Investigative Blogger œ nica Foster aKa Aex
m lody and Diana Grandmason aKa Desi Foxx, who are both nam ed in Plaintiff m rc
Randazza's complaint against Defendant, Investigative Blogger Crystal L. Cox by Plainti' œ rc
Randazza in criminal and civil conspiracy .

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox. Plaintiff > rc Randazza has conspired
Criminally and Civilly with John C. m lone, Liberty Media and John Calkins of SONY. Both John
C. o lone and John Calkins were with McKinsey & Com pany. John Calkins is the Executive
Mce President of Global Digital and Commercial Innovation for Sony Pictures Home
Entedainment, and was at W arner Bros. when W arner Bros. Signed NDAS - Non Disclosure
& reements Regarding the Mewit Mdeo Technolœ y, and is one of the original co-conspirators in
the M ewit Technology Theft, involving his direct connection with W arner Bros. and SONY, and
massive shareholder fraud in not disclosing this Iiabilit.

On information and belief that Plaintiff Marc Randazza may be connected to the murder of
Donny Long, there's is an investigation over this at this time, and Donny Long has not appears. I
have information and belief that Plaintiff œ rc Randazza is connected to Porn W ikiLeaks, and
Sean Tomkins, with the aid of J. œ lcom Devoy and Randzza Legal Group harass those who
threaten to tell

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Crim inally and Civilly Conspired w ith Multiple Legal

Bloggers, CPA'S Attorneys and Journalist in an W histleblower
Retaliation Harassment Campaign

Defendant Clstal L. Cox has NOT acted in an online harass- nt campaign. Defendant
Crp tal L. Cox has reported on Plaintiff > rc Randazza. Defendant Clstal L. Cox has posted
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tips, personal experience, parody, reviews and informaticn regarding Plaintiff * rc Randazza.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff o rc Randr za, as Exhibi/ A-Z
attached to this complaint Show has acted in criminal and civil conspiracy with Bob Garfield
NPR, Kashmir Hiil Forbes, Jordan Rushie Philly Law Blog, David Carr New York Times, Kenneth
P. W hite Popehate,com, Jason Jones SalWDroid.info, Siouxsiel-aw.com, Sequencelnc.com
Tracy Coenen, * rk Bennett blog.bennettandbennetcom, Bennett and Bennett, Scott H.
Greenfield, Carlos M ller, Eric Turkewit - Turkewik Law Firm and
NewYorkpersonallnjulM orneyBlog,com, Scott H. Greenfield of Simple Justice - a New Yôrk
Criminal Defense Blog and blog.simplejustice.us, Carlos Mller of Pixlo.com and
PhotographyisNotacrim e.com , Las Vegas Review-
Journal, the Las Vegas Sun, Vegaslnc, Las Vegas Cityl-ife, Las Vegas W eekly, Stephens Media
and other John and Jane Doe's in an Online Hate, Defaming, Criminal Endangerment,
Inform ation Suppressing' W histle Bluwer Retalitation Harassment Campaign.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintif Marc Randarm  has Criminally
and Civilly Conspired with the above in order to defame, harass, intimidate investigative
bloggers and those who speak out abotlt the Porn Industry Companies he represents.
Plaintiff Marc Randarm has Criminally and Civilly Conspired with the above in order to get
t* m to back down from Iegal actions that affect the financial bottom Iine of Liberty Media

and other Co-conspirators.

Plaintiff Marc Randarn has Criminally and Civilly Conspired with the above in massive
shareholder fraud campaign, and fraud on the courts, misrepresentation to the coud.

Defendant crystal L. Cox has neverextorted PlaintiffMarc Randazza.

Defendant Crp tml L. Cox has never received money from Plaintiff œ rc Randazza nor has
Defendant Clstal L, Cox demanded meney from Plaintiff * rc Randazza nor threatened any
action if Plaintiff o rc Randazza did not pay Defendant Crystal L, Cox.

Defendant Crystal L. Cox has not engaged in cybersquatting and spamming Plaintiff Marc
Randazza. Defendant Crystal L. Cox has a proprieKry method of getting her news stories found
strong in the search engines , this is in no way cybersquading and spamming.

Defendant Crptal L. Cox did NOT Register œ rcRandazza.com to Extort Plaintiff Marc
Randazza nor did Defendant Crystal L. Cox dem and m oney from Plaintiff m rc Randr za.
Defendant Crystal L. Cox bought e rcRandazza.com to do PR on her own Iegal case.
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Defendant Crystal L, Cox did not buy Domain Names regarding the name 'dRandazza'' for any
commercial reason, nor did Defendant Crystal L. Cox place pay per click ads cr receive pay per
click ad m oney. Godaddy Inc. Placed M s and Received money for those ads.

Defendant Crystal L. Cox never o#er to clean up the reputation of Plaintiff Marc Randazza.

Defendant Crystal L. Cox did not buy dom ain names to tamper with a witness. Defendant
Crystal L, Cox bought domain names to get the story heard, and to sght back with the truth
regarding the intimidations, harassment, painting in false Iight, civil and criminal conspiracy in
which Plaintiff * rc Randazza was involved in against Defendant Clstal L. Cox in order to
suppress the iMewit Technology story and the truth about Plainti; œ rc Randazza's involvement
to STOP the M ewit Story and save his clients 100's of Billions of Dollars, Literally.

ln fact, the record shows that Defendant Cox stated 1, she wanted to go to Portland to œ rc
Randazza's Deposition and question him myself. Plaintiff m rc Randazza was Subpoenaed in
Obsidian V. Cox, after the Trial. I am Pro Se in this matter and received copies of the * rc
Randazza Subpoena. Exhibit B shows the questions I intended to ask * rc Randazza at this
deposition in which he somehow m anaged to fail to show up to.

Defendant Crystal L. Cox bought MarcRandazza-me as a Parody, a Satire, as a Joke and
Defendant Crystal L. Cox never offered Plaintiff Marc Randazza the domain name for 5 M llion.

Defendant Crystal L. Cox titled that post here ''Here Kitty Kitt/', as a Joke simply to stand up to
those attacking Defendant Crystal L. Cox and Iet them know that though they have created mass
blogs spewing hate and Iieks about Defendant Crystal L. Cox, and threatened m e, pushed me to
stop my Ninth Circuit Appeal, I would persevere. lt was my way of saying You W ill NOT Kill m y
Spirit you EM L M sholes.

O n belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, This Coud has worked in Crim inal and Civil

Conspiracy with INTA W IPO, Godaddy Inc., and Plaintiff œ rc Randazza to Steal
MarcRandazza-me .

Plaintiff M arc Randazza M olated M orney Client Privilege

O n belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff * rc Randazza acted as Defendant
Crystal Cox's attorney. Plaintiff * rc Randazza nc otiated a deal with Opposing Counsel in
Obsidian V. Cox, based on conversations with Defendant Cox and acting as her attorney.
Plainti; o rc Randazza has violated my rights as his client, violated my privacy, violated my
constitutional rights, violated my right to due process, violated my intellectual property right,
Molated M orney Privilege, committed a Hate Crime against me, defamed me, threatened me,
harassed me and has engaged in painting me in false Iight and criminal endangerment, for over
a year. Defendant Crystal Cox is entitled to com pensation.
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Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly Conspired w ith Godaddy Inc.

and Judge Gloria M. Navarro in mass intellectual propeo  theft

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff * rc Randazza has had massive
Google Blogger Blogs removed by getting his ring of bloggers, attorneys, in criminal and civil
conspiracy to mark them as spam from so many directions that Google has no choice but to
remove the blogs regarding the iMewit Mdeo Technology story. Plaintiff œ rc Randazza has
acted with Cor onspirator re-alleged from this entire response in removing and attempting to
remove, silence, suppress Blogs in which are named in Federal Investigations, W histle Blower
and W hitewashing Cases, SEC Complaints, RICO Complaints, and more ongoing federal
investigations regarding the M ewit Technology Case.

The Fôllowing Blogs were seized, removed, deleted by Plaintiff Marc Randarn and his
Co-conspirators to intimidate, harass, criminallyendanger, Defendant Crptal Cox, in
order to remoœ  content regardiœ  the iviewit Technology story and attempt to set
precedence for Proskauer Rose and other Co-conspirators to do the same thing, and
therebywipe out the N iewit Stolen Technology story and a1l blogs who repolt on the N iewit

Technobgy Theft.

marcjohnrandazza,blogspot.com
randazzalegalgroup.blœ spotacom

marcrandazzaviolatedmscalrights.blœspot.com
m arkrandc za.blogspotcom
marcrandazzablogspotcom
jenniferranda za.blogspot.com
marcrandazzafreespeech.blogspot.com
marcrandazzac omaniacoblogspot.com
marcjrandw za-law er.blogspot.com
m arc-randazza.blogspotcom
marcrandazzawomensrights.blogspot.com
marcrandazza-asshole.blogspot.com>
marcrandazzaNps.blogspot.com >
marcrandazzaabovethelawablogspot.com
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Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Crim inally and Civilly Conspired w ith W ordpress,
Insiders at Google and a Ring of Aûorneys Marking Blogs as Spam to rem ove

inform ation regarding the stolen iviewit Technology and the involvem ent of Marc

Randazza's cliene and coe onspirators.

Plaintiff * rc Randazza has had massive wordpress blogs removed, videos removed and
flagged in civil and criminal conspiracy in order to remove information regarding the M ewit Mdeo

Technology story.

Plaintif Marc Randazza nor Plaintiffdennifer Randazza
have a Comm on Law Trademark.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff Marc Randarm has Criminal:
and Civilly Conspired with INTA, Peter L. MicM elson, W IPO and John and Jane Does
Regarding the name ''Marc Randarm  and Fraudulent Trademark Claims.

Regarding Trademark issues, Defendant M omey œ rc Randazza uses Marco Randazza as
his Twitter and You-rube User Name, as well as his username on his own blog. As Seen In
Exhibit Q. Defendant, M orney œ rc Randazza had no TM posted at his blog regarding the
nam e Marc Randr za as beign tradem arked and Plainiff M orney o rc Randazza had no
Trademark when purchased Defendant Crystal Cox purchased o rcRandazza.com to use as
PR for Defendant Clstal Cox's highly public First Amendment Case.

œ rc Randazza has no comm on law tradem ark on his website, he had no Trademark when I
purchased the domain names yet seems to have convinced W IPO that he is the rightful owner
and has stolen several dom ain nam es from myself and Defendant Eliot Bernstein of M ewit

Technologies.

* rc Randazza had no fawful Trademark on the name * rc Randazza at the time Blogger
Crystal Cox purchased Domain Names, nor at the Time M ewit Technology Eliot Bernstein
received Dom ain Names in Receivership.

If such names are Trademarked then it is the responsibiliW of Godaddy to NOT knowingly take
the money of their clients knowing full well the names wjll be taken, and that Godaddy will help
the client LOSE the names they paid Godaddy year after year to renew. Godaddy Sells Domain
Names that are allegedly Trademarked and those who buy the Names from GoDaddy, are then
Liable, even though they have no knowledge of a Trademark.

Plaintiff œ rc Randazza has no com mon law trademark, and if this court rules that Plaintiff œ rc
Randazza has a com m on Iaw trademark, then this is only in the st.ate of Neveda.
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Plaintiff œ rc Randazza has no federal trademark regarding the name Marc Randazza and in
fact uses O rcoRandazza on his blogs, his twitter account, his youtube account and other online
accounts. Plaintiff œ rc Randazza has no Iegal right to O rcRandazza.com nor any of the other
dozens of domain names and blogs that this coud has enabled Plaintiff Marc Randazza to seize,
delete, change Iinks, divert traffic and ruin my intellectual property.

lf this côurt rules that * rc Randazza has a common Iaw trademarkl then itwould only be for
this state of Nevada. œ rc Randazza certainly has no greater common Iaw claim then
Proskauer Rose Law Firm, yet Defendant Crystal Cox W ON alI four W IPO Cases for
AlenFagin.com, Greggo shberg.com, Josephl-eccese.com and ProskauerLawFirm.com

Marc Randazza is NOT a comnon household naO ,
Marc Randazza has no Trademark.

Because Complainant * rc Randazza has ties to illegal activiN, he cannot claim Iœ itimate
righY to his nam e as a fam ous m ark. The doctrine that plaintiff m ust come into a court of equity
with ''clean hands'' is a reflection of the equitable nature of trademark Iaw. A plaintiffwho
reguests the assistance of a coud of equity must not himself be guilty of inequitable conduct.

Marc Randazza, othelw ise known as œ rco Randazza in which he is really branded as and is
his usernam e on his blog, his twitter site and his YouTube page, has ties in fam ily history to the
name Randazzo according to genealogy and ancestl sites.

Plainti# o rc Randazza has no Trademark (m the nam e o rc Randazza. Plaintiff
* rc Randazza is not the only œ rc Randazza in the entire world. In fact * rc Randazza goes

publicly W the name o rco Randazza, as is his YouTube Username, Twitter Username and
Username on his own blog of which has no TM suggesting he believes he has a Trademark on
the name * rc Randazza.

Plainti# * rc Randazza gces by the username o rcoRandazza cn Best Tweets Social œ dia
Blog, Username on Phillyl-awBlog, Conversations beG een ''Hypen'' and ''O rco Randazza'
FlickR Username, YouTube Usernam e on Multiple Accounts, Gloucester Tim es Usernam e, The
Legal Satyricon, F rog Social Site, Domain Name Forums, DNF.com, Legal Blog Watch, Bitter
Lawyer, Citizen œ dia Law, R ove the Law BI()g, Popehatcom, and multiple other sites, forums
and blogs, ''œ rco Randazza' is his Public Persona. Plaintiff Marc Randazza, as seen in Exhibit

Q has went by ''O rco Randazzaf for over 5 years at Ieast.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly Conspired with W IPO Panelist
Peter L. Michaelson in Dom ain Name Theft, Removal of iviewit Content Online,

Public Defamation, Harassment, and illegally stating that Defendant
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Eliot Bernstein and Defendant Crystal Cox are Guilty of the Crime

of Extortion, of which Defendant Eliot Bernstein nor
Defendant Crystal Cox are guilty of or have been investigated for.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Ctm  Plaintis o rc Randazza conspired Criminally
and Civilly with Peter L. Mchaelson, who was the Sole W IPO Panelist. Peter L. Mchaelson
Criminally and Civilly Conspired with Plaintiff * rc Randazza in order to seize domain names
that exposed the M ewit Technology Story. Peter L, Michaelson, W IPO Panelist has undisclosed
conflicts of Interest with close ties with Plaintiff o rc Randazza and lNTAconnections and
witnesses say they have met at INTA meetings on a regular basis and have a personal
relationship.

Peter L. Michaelson, W IPO Panelist has undisclosed coniicts of Interest and has acted
Criminally and Civilly with Kenneth Rubenstein, MPEG LAlead patent attorney, who is a
Proskauer Rose Atorney that was Mewit's Patent M orney, whom is the lead on the Stealing of

the iMewit Technology.

Proskauer Rose Lawyers and Law Firm have conspired with the main Defendants in the kiewit
RICO, SEC, and M ti--rrust Complaints,

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, In Criminal and Civil Conspiracywith
Plaintiff Marc Randarm , Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson has defamed Defendant
Crp tal Cox and iviewit Founder / Inventor Defender Eliot Bernstein. Sole Panelist Peter
L. Michaelson has massive, ue isclosed conlicts of interest in this W IPO decision.

ln this WIPO case Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaélson has accused me, Defendant Crystal
L. Cox and Defendant Eliot Bernstein of the Crime of Extortion. R is was done in criminal
and civil conspiracywith Plaintil Marc Randarzn, Proskauer Rose, Kenneth Rubenstein

and W IPO.

Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson knows that Defendant Eliot Bernstein and Defendant
Crp tal Coxwas not under criminal investigation for Extortion, and Sole Parelist Peter L.
Michaelson knows that Defee ant Eliot Bernstein and Defendant Crystml Cox has had no
criminal charges filed, no criminal trial, and certainly no crimilnal conviction of any kind.
Defendant Eliot Bernstein and Defendant Crp tal Coxwas not on trial for Extortion nor has
Defendant Eliot Bernstein nor Defendant Crptal Cox had a criminal extortion complaint
sled. Sole Panelist Peter L. M ichaelson, in criminal conspiracywith Proskauer Rose and
Plaintiff Marc Randarm  flat out stmtes that Respondent Eliot Bernstein and Cwstal Cox are

guilty of the crime of extortion.
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Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson accused Defendant Eliot Bernstein and Defendant
C% tal Cox of the Crime of Extodion in a W IPO decision that is now picked up by Big
Media, Countless Bloggers and is published globally in legal documents, dockets,

intelledual propel  blogs magazines, and more. R erefore, Sole Panelist Peter L.
Michaelson iu s massivelydefamed and criminally endangered Defendant Crystal Cox and
Defendant Eliot Bemstein, as well as interfered with ongoing iviewit Technology
investigations by these false Criminal Allegations of iviewit Founder Defendant Eliot
Bernstein.

Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson's acctsations in a distinguished W IPO Decision has
massively defamed Defendant Eliot Berrstein and Defendant Crp tal Cox. R is has Iead to
character attacks, fudher defamation and incited hate toward Investigative Blogger
Defendant Crystal L. Cox.

Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson took the word of the Plainti: Marc Rardarm , a Las
Vegas Porn Attomey, over the word and documented proof of Defendant Crystal Cox.

Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson did no fact check or investigation irlto the allegations
of Ezoltion. Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson simply accused Defendant Eliot Bernstein
and Defendant Crystal Cox of Extortion in a W IPO Decision.

W IPO is not a Criminal Investigation Court. W IPO is not a Judge ard a Jury. Yet Sole
Panelist Peter L. Michaelson in conspiracywith W IPO, Proskaœ r Rose and Plaintiff Marc
Randarm  took it upon himself to convict Defendant Eliot Bernstein and Defendant Crystal
Cox of Extortion.

Co-conspirator, Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson in conspiracywith W IPO, Proskauer
Rose and Plaintiff Marc Randarn has violated the constitutional and intellectual property
rights of Defendant Eliot Bernstein and Defendant Crw tal Cox.

Sole Parelist Peter L. Michaelson, in criminal conspiracywith Proskauer Rose
, W IPO and

Plaintis Marc Randarm refused to signed a Conflict of Interest Disclosure in the W IPO

Decision regarding Marc Randayyn of Randazm Legal Group against Defendant Crystal
Cox and Defendant Eliot Bernstein. Defendant Crystal Cox requested that the W IPO Panel
Sign a Coniict of Interest Disclosure. This request was sent to Sole Panelist Peter L.

Michaelson by W IPO and yet was NOT Signed and returned to Defendant Eliot Bernstein
arz Defee ant Crptal Cox

Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson has massive coM icts of interest regarding N iewit,
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Proskauer Rose, MPEG LA, Judith Kaye, Patent Theft, Eliot Bernstein and more regarding
Eliot Bernstein and the Journalism of Investigative Blogger Crystal Cox regarding ALL
named in the iviewit SEC Complaint, RICO Complaint and Legal Action surrounding
iviewit Technologies Video Technology R eft by Proskauer Rose Attorneys.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson worked
at Bell Lab with Proskauer Rose Attorrey Kenreth Rubenstein whom was the main Patent
Attorney involved in the theft of the 13 Trillion Dollar N iewit Technologyt* t Proskauer
Rose Patent attorney, who is also the MPEG LA head patent attorney, is named in RICO
Complaints, Paterlt Lawsuits, and more regarding the iviewit Technology and Eliot

Bernstein.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Coy, Peter L. Michaelson knows that he has
massive conflicts of interest regarding being a Sole Panelist reviewing Domain Names
owned by iviewit Founder and ore of the iviewit Inœ ntors, Eliot Bernstein. Peter L.
Michaelson knows that he has massive conflicts of interest regarding being a Sole Panelist
reviewing Domain Names owned by Investigative Blogger Co tal L. Coxwhom Peter L.
Michaelson know has been reporting on the iviewit Technologytheft for over 3 years. In
fad, Peter L. Michaelson was a requested Panelist by Proskaœ r Rose Law Firm in

WIPO Case (FG) D2011-0678, (CX D2011-0679,(CT) D2011-0677, (CT) D2011-0675
(Complainant Proskauer Rose), regarding Domain Name Disputes with Proskauer Rose
Lawyel's and Investigative Blogger Crystal L. Cox. For proof of this, review the emails of
that Case.

Sole W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson has conficts of interest with MPEG LA, whom is
named in the Eliot Bernstein RICO Complaints, SEC Complaints and Technology
Infringement. Sole W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson has conflids of interestwith MPEG
LA's patent attorney Kenneth Rubenstein of Proskauer Rose Law Firm whom was the
original Patent Attorney for N iewit and originally stole the 13 Trillion Dollar iviewit

Technology.

Peter L. Michaelson is conrected with Proskauer Rose in regard to the Ilnternational
Commission on Patet Disputes and the CPR Protocol on Determination of Damages in
Arbitration. This too is an undisclosed Conflict of lnterest.

Sole W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson is connected to ex-supreme Coud Judge Judith
Kaye who is also named in RICO Complaints, SEC Complaint, Patent Lawsuit.s and more
in the iviewit Technologythet As Judith Kam  was involved in covering up the theA. This
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was connected to the fact that her Husband was a Proskauer Rose Lawyer at that dme,

whom is now deceased.

In W IPO Decision Case No. D2012-1525, Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson names
Proskauer Rose, and discusses my investigative writing of Proskauer Rose, Bruce Sewell
Apple General Counsel who was Intel General Counsel when the iviewit Technclogywas
stolen and Time W arner in conspiracy over the iviewit Technology. Proskauer Rose,
Bruces Sewell of Apple and Time W arner had nothing to do with W IPO Case Case No.

D2012-1525.

Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson brings up this point in order to attempt to protect those
involved in the iviewit Technology theft in which Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson is in

conspiracy and serious conflict of interest with. W W name Proskauer Rose, Bruce Sewell
of Apple and Time W arner in a decision for a Domain Name regarding a Pom Industry
Attorney named Marc Randazzn and Domain Names owned by Investigative Blogger
Crystml L. Cox and iviewit Founder l Inventor Eliot Bernstein.

Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson used a New York Times article as Investigative

Fact to Convict Eliot Bernstein and Crystal Cox of extortion in W IPO Decision.

David Carr of the New York Times wrote an article called, ''W hen Trtlth Survives Free

Speech''. This is an d'Opinion'' of a journalist for the New York Times. It is not fact and has
many false accusations and information. Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson references this
adicle in his deë matory, criminal W IPO Decision. An ''adicle'' in tlx New York Times,
tsed as FACT in a decision for ldellecttlal Propedy Rights is not based in fact or in law.
And in fact, is unlawful, illegal ard W IPO is Iiable for his actions in this maqer.

In my W IPO Com plaint Response, l provided docum enltion to the FACT that there was no
Extortion charges against me. I Provided eœ il Communication between M orney o rc
Randazza and myself Defendant Crystal Cox. l even provided the W IPO Panelist with a Copy of
an eœ il from œ rc Randazza tc Defendant Crp tal Cox, stating that he would represent me in
my Appeal of Obsidian Finance Group V. Crystal Cox.

Sole Parelist Peter L. Michaelson deliberately ignored my proof, my documents of facts, and
sim ply went on the stated the word of Com plainant, Porn Attorney o rc Randazza.

Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson then went so far as to accuse me of a serious crime in a
woddwide published W IPO Decision This is Illegal and W IPO is liable.
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W IPO is not a Criminal Investigation Court and has no right to accuse me of a Crime in
Published W IPO Decisioas. In doing so, Sole Panelist Peter L. Michaelson has committed

a Crime and has defamed me seriously. This has also caused me severe damage and

backlash. I demand that WIPO publish a retraction of this Decision in no Iess than 3 major
Media Otltlets. And that W IPO retract this Defamatory, Criminal W IPO Decision.

Peter L. Michaelson has acted in conspiracywith Porn Attorney Marc Randarn in inciting
Hate against Blogger Crp tal Coxwhom Marc Randarm  was my attorney for a short time,
and whom I Fired for acting unethiceally. Peter L. Michaelson has not reviewed the facts of
this case, and instead Peter L. Michaelson has stated that CY K I Cox and Eliot Bernstein
are guilty of Extortion.

W IPO showed extreme discrimination, prejudice and special favors to Marc Randazyn
throughout the process. W IPO even Iet Marc Randazm  add several domain names to the

W IPO complaint, BEFORE he even paid a filing fee. I demand that there be a special
investigatioœ of aII emails from W IPO to Marc Randarm , from Peter L. Michaelson to
Marc Randarm , and a thorough ewamix tion of aII documentation I submitted proving my
case ard tlAat there was no extortion charges against me.

In W IPO Decision Case No- D2012-1525, Peter L. Michaelson states

''Respondent's actio%  in registering and using the disputed domain names may appear,
at a first glance, to simply be a vehicle through which she provides advertising through
pay-per-click sites, but on slightly closer en mination are actually components of an artifice
intended to extort funds from the Complainant and thus a pretext for a rather egregious
variant of cybersquattiœ . As such, none of those actions can or will serve as a predicate
upon which the Respondent can Iawfully develop any rights or Iegitimate interests in any of
the disputed domain names.''

Sole W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson flat out Iies in saying these sites are pay per
click that I receive revenue from. I have not received revenue from disputed names. Any
ads placed on said Domain Names were places bythe Registrar, Godaddy, and the
Revenue was taken by Godaddy and NOT Respondent.

Sole W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson commits fraud and defamation in saying that
Domain Names are fiactually com ponents of an artifice intended to extod funds

from the Complainane'. W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson has no proof of Complainant
being asked for money to remove blog post. W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson lnas no
proof of Complainant giving moreyto Respondent. W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson
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has no proof what so ever of intention to d'extorf'. W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson simply
goes on the word of Unethical Porn IndustryAttorney Marc J. Randarn.

W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson States:

''the Respondent's intentionr as reflected by the record, was never to solely provide, through her

websites, speech critical of the Complainant. Rather, her objective in b0th registering and using
the disputed nam es was apparently to engage in a rather sinister and tenacious scheme to
extort money from the Complainantr

This is a flat out false statement. The record shows that I purchased œ rcRandazza.com on
the same day that I had a Phone œ eting with Marc Randazza regarding representing me in my
Obsidian Finance Group V. Crystal Cox, high profile Free Speech Case I was taking to the Ninth
Coud of Appeals. I did not post one word on that Blog until mônths Iater when I FIRED * rc
Randazza and he had conspired with opposing counsel to STOP m e from going to the NINTH

with my Appeal. hf ''objective'' was to EXPOSE an unethical, hypocritical, Iying, crooked
attorney and to W M N others whom m ay have œ rc Randazza do them what he did to me. I did
not ask for m oney to rem ove information. In fact Marc Randazza o#ered to buy
o rcRandazza.com and email records that xxx has seen, show that I rejected this offer and said
that o rcRandazza.com was not for sale at ANY price. W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson

even saw an email where Respondent œ rc Randazza says he did not mind me asking for a job,
and that was the only reference of money that EW R Came UP. W IPO Panelist Peter L.
Michaelson knows aII of this and still Falsley accused me of Extortion in mass, high profile
media.

W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson Sl tes:

''Specifically, the Respondent first posted nc ative and false com mentary on her websites that

was intentionally calculated to injure the Complainant's on-line reputation and disrupt the
Complainant's business conducted through his Iaw firm . Thereaqer, the Respondent used those
sites in a manner that apparently optim ized their ranking on the Google search engine in order to

increase their visibilik and prominence on search results yielded through a Google search of the
Complainant, thus Iikely exacerbating the injury caused to the Complainant''

& ain W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson flat out Iies. 1, Respondent posted ''commentary''
in orderto eo ose Marc Randarm , to discuss my experience with Marc Randarm  as an
attomey. From there I got Iots of tips, so I posted more information. W IPO Panelist Peter L.
Michaelson has no reason to believe that the licommentary'' is false. As it is true to the
absolute best of my knowledge and information.
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W IPO Panelist Peter L. MicM elson l'las no right to flat ot.d state the commentaryto be
false, as it was NOT false. And it certainlywas not posted to then Extort Moneyfrom Marc

Randarm . This makes no Iogical sex e and has no records of proof.

And of course I ''optimized'' my ''sites'' that is the point of the internet. I am œ dia, and I get the
stories found strong in the search, that is the point of the INTERNET. lt is not some sinister
extodion plot. I asked for and 1 received NO money from * rc Randazza. IN fact, W IPO Panelist

Peter L. Michaelson has seen emails where Marc Randarm asked that I pay his expenses
in representing me.

W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson 5at out Iies in stating that I 'tintentiallycalculated to

injure Complainanf'. I Intentionallywrote blog posts to expose wlnat Marc Randarzn had
done to me, my experience with Marc Randazm and tips and information I had

investigated and received regarding Marc Randazzn and the Randar n Legal Group.

W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson States

r nce aII this occurred, the Respondent then osered her reputational m anagement services to
the Complainant through which, for a considerable fee, she would rem ediate the Com plainant's
on-line reputation by eliminating aII the negative and false com mentary of her own m aking and
presumably also ceasing her use of the disputed domain names. Basically, for a price, she
would undo the injury to the Complainant for which she was responsible for having created in the
first place. This egregious conduct clearly constitutes bad faith under the Policy.''

W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson has defamed me and acted criminally in this statement
as he falsely accused me of criminal activity. W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson has seen
emails and records that prove that did NOT o'er to 'iremediate'' anything for a fee. I
NEVER, EVER olered to eliminate any 'dcommentary''. This is a flat otlt false, defamatory
statement with malice as W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson had the emails and records
proving this untrue. W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson flat otlt Iies hypothesizng in a

W IPO decision that 1 claimed I would undo injurythat I did for a fee. This is NOT True. I will
NOT undo my blog posts for a price, and I never olered Such. My intention is to warn
others potential cliects on how dangerotls and unethical that Marc Randarn and Randarm
Iegal group is. There was no ''price'' offered. So W IPO Panelist Peter L. Michaelson saying

that NBasically, for a price, she would undo the injul to the Complainant for which she was
responsible for having created in the first place.'' this again is defamatory and I Dem and W IPO

issue a Retraction in major media sources.
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In W IPO Decision Case No. D2012-1525, Peter L. Michaelson discusses * rc Randazza's
given nam e and ''Mark''. Yet no Tradem ark Documents applied or were filed. M d œ rc
Randazza goes by œ rcoRandazza on Twitter, YouTube and his username on his own blog.
There is no TM on Marc Randazza's Blog. And there was no proof given to W IPO of œ rc
Randazza's ''given name'' as I believe his birth name is Marco Randazza and not m rc
Randazza. A so note that this œ rc Randazza is not the only œ rc Randazza in the world and
should not have a right to steal this intellectual property as the only rightful owner in the world.

In W IPO Decision Case No. D2012-1526, Peter L. Michaelson States:

''Third, the Respondent attempted to com mercially benefit from registration of these nam es by
offering ''reputation managem ent'' services to the Com plainant - through baiting the Com plainant
into an extodionate scheme.''

This is a flat out false claim , and is defamatory. I did not bait the Com plainant, in fact * rc
Randazza entered my Iife through channels other than m e. o rc Randazza wanted to be m y
attorney in the biggest First Amendm ent Case out there at this time, and got MeW angry when I
fired him as my M orney and instead chose UCLA Professor Eugene Volokh.

ln W IPO Decision Case No. D2012-1525, Peter L. Michaelson Sl tes:

''Specifically, once the Complainant declined her l'reputation management'' services, the
Respondent then registered domain names that contained not onlythe Complainant's
surname, but also the personal names of his wife and three year oId daughter, and then
inclœ ed falsehoods aboutthe Complainant on her websites to which the domain names
resolved.''

This is false and defamatory. I did not post falsehoods, nor did I start blogs to post
falsehoods because Marc refused to pay me. I did not ask Marc Randarm  to pay me to
remove anything. My Blogs were to expose Marc Randann. AY  there was NEVER a blog
at the alleged domain of Marc Randarm 's alleged daœ hter. Peter L. Michaelson 9at out
Iies.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly Conspired w ith
Godaddy Inc., Bob Parsons, Jessica Grië n Godaddy Insider,

and otherlohn and Jane Doe's at Godaddy.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Godaddy Inc. and Bob Parsons Godaddy
President are liable for the Damage they have done to me, and now to the Entire Domaining,
Dom ain M er o rket, Domain Auctions, and Dom ain Name Industry, Plaintiff * rc Randazza
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Criminally and Civilly Conspires wRh Godaddy Inc., and W IPO in order to steal Domain Names.

Godaddy Inc. and Bob Parsons Godaddy President make pay per click, ad money from ads on
domain names, Plaintiff Marc Randazza tells the courts and W IPO that the ''Respondenf '
''Defendant'' makes these ad dollars which is false. Godaddy Inc. and Bob Parsons Godaddy
President sells domain names, customers such as Defendant Clstal Cox and Defendant Eliot
Bernstein, pay for dom ain names, renew dom ain nam es year after year and built content, build
value into these dom ain names. Then Plaintiff Marc Randazza, a Domain Name Law and
Intellectual Property M orney conspire criminally and civilly with Godaddy Inc. and Bob Parsons
Godaddy President, and the Las Vegas Couds to sim ply take domain names, intellectual
property and to redirect your internet traffic without due process and based solely on the
unproven information given by M orney Plainti; œ rc Randazza.

In 2005, Defendant Crystal Cox began giving Godaddy large amounts of busjness. l had met
Godaddy at TRAFFIC W est, a Domainer Trade Show Staded by Rick Schwarts, the man who
SOLD œ n.com for 1.4 Mllion many years before. l also met the man who Sold Business.com
for 7.5 Million and many other attorneys and industry insiders. I Liked Godaddy and thought them
to have integriN, 7 years Iater my then padner and I have paid Godaddy hundreds of thousands
of dollars in renewal fees and domain name renewals. In 2006, l believe we had around 70,000
domain names which would give Godaddy Inc. around $70,000 a year in domain name renewal
fees. Now after 7 years of being a Godaddy Client and vast amount of œ ney, Referrals and
Business I have given Godaddy. Godaddy has Criminally and Civilly conspired with Plaintiff Marc
Randazza to lock, redired, and flat out steal domain names with no due process to the Godaddy

Client.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly Conspired

with Tracy L. Coenen of Sequencelnc.com

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plainti; œ rc Randazza conspired Criminally

and Civilly with Sequencelnc.com, Tracy L. Coenen, Tracy Coenen to Paint Blogger Crystal Cox
in False Light.

As seen In Exhibit T, ln Criminal and Civil Conspiracy with Plainti# * rc Randazza, Tracy L.
Coenen has publicly accused Defendant Clstal Cox of Extortion. In Criminal and Civil
Conspiracy with Plainti# * rc Randazza Tracy L. Coenen has defamed Defendant Crystml Cox.

In Criminal and Civil Conspiracy with Plaintiff o rc Randazza Tracy L. Coenen has Criminally
and Civilly Endangered Defendant Crystal Cox and Defendant Eliot Bernstein.
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On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, In Criminal and Civil Conspiracy with Plaintiff
* rc Randazza Tracy L. Coenen has aided and abetted Plaintiff o rc Randazza to remove
massive information regarding the M ewit Technology Theft. In Criminal and Civil Conspiracy
with Plainti: * rc Randazza Tracy L, Coenen has deliberately, with malice, painted Defendant
Crystal Cox in false Iight so as to discredit Defendant Crystal Cox and the iMewit Technology
story involving Liberty œ dia Holdings, Corbin Fisher, MPEG LA, o nwin and massive others.

Tracy L. Coenen has acted ln Crim inal and Civil Conspiracy with Plaintiff * rc Randazza, and
AOL, AOLTW , Julie Jacobs, Tim Cook, John C. o lone and John and Jane Doe's to cover up
information online rœ arding the involvement of AOL, AOLTW , in the M ewit Stolen Technology.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Clystal Cox', Cc-conspirator Tracy L. Ccenen know that
AOL is involved in the M ewit Technology theft. Co-conspirator Tracy L. Coenen knows that
AOL has been named in RICO Complaints, SEC Complaints, USPTO Complaints and massive
Iegal actions regarding the iMewit Technology Thet

Tracy L. Coenen has acted In Criminal and Civil Conspiracy with Plaintiff * rc Randazza, and
AOL's Julie Jacobs, Time W arneq Liberty Holdings œ dia, Macom , Ernst and Young, M hur
M derson, W arner Bros., and other John and Jane Does in aiding and abetting massive
shareholder fraud and in suppressing the iMewit Story and setting up, harassing, defaming,
threatening and criminally endangering Blogger Defendant Crystal Cox who is exposing the
M ewit Store LOUDLY in her online news media network, Anti-corruption o dia, W histleblower
œ dia, lnvestigative Blogs by lnvestigative Blogger Crystal L. Cox.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly Conspired
w ith Ronald Green, Laura Tucker, Randazza Legal Group, ''GERMM Y GMBH'', Manwin

GERMM Y GMBH, Manwin and Liberty Media in suppression of blogs
regarding the iviee t Technology Case.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Clstal Cox, Ronald Green, * rc Randazza, Jennifer
Randazza, and Randazza Legal Group are connected to ''GERMM Y GMBH'' - W hich is
Manwin GERMM Y GMBH, which is connected to Porn W iki Leaks and Porn Industry illegal
activity, snancial schemes, hum an trafficking, harassm ent and intim idation rings, staged
suicides, attempted murders, copyright schemees, stalker rings, porn industt'y hookers, and have
known mafia and other organized crime connections.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, œ nwin GERMANY GMBH is a named
Defendant in the M ewit SEC Com plaint, M ewit RICO Complaint, and this is the m ain reason for
Plaintiff Marc Randazza to attempt to silence Defendant InvM tigative Blogger Crp tal L. Cox and
Mewit Technology Founder and Inventor Eliot Bernstein.
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On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Randazza Lœ al Group is out to protect
m nwin GERMANY GMBH, as œ nwin GERMANY GMBH owes M ewit Technologies Billions for
over 11 years of knowingly infringing on the M ewit Mdeo Technology

PlaintiffMarc Randazza has Crim inally and Civilly Conspired

with Tonkon Torp Law Firm, David S. Am an, Steven W ilker,
Mike Morgan, Obsidian Finance Group, Kevin D. Padrick,

Patricia W hittington, David W . Brown and Judge Marco Hernandez.

Plaintiff * rc J. Randazza is, and has been for over a year, acting in Civil and Crim inal
Conspiracy with Tonkon Torp Law Firm . Tonkon Torp Law Firm represented Enron in
Bankruptcy Proceedings and Related œ tter. Enron Collapsed, went bankrupt, due to Proskauer
Rose Patent Lawyers and Enron's involvement in the Stealing of the M ewit Technology, of which
Defendant Eliot Bernstein is the Founder and is one of the M ewit Mdeo Technology Inventors.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Clstal Cox, Tonkon Torp Law Firm is counsel to Intel
Corp. Podland who is named in M ewit SEC Com plaints, RICO Com plaints, USPTO Com plaints
and Iegal action regarding the stealing of the M ewit Technology. Tonkon Torp Iaw firm has
motive to suppress the iMewit Story in connection with protecting their clients.

Defendant Eliot Bernstein, is also a nam ed defendant on the Court Docket for Obsidian Finance
Group Vs. Clstal Cox, Case Number CV-11-57-HZ U.S. District Coud, District of Oregon,
and Case 2:12-mc-00017UPH Eastern District of W ashington regarding Obsidian V. Cox.
Eliot Bemstein is ti'e Founder of iviewit Technologies and ore of the Inventors of the
iviewit Technology, which Plaintif Marc Randayzn and Tonkon Torp Law Firm are
Criminally and Civilly Conspiring to Silence Information on.

Enron is nam ed in M ewit, Eliot Bernstein, SEC Com plaints, RICO Com plaints, Criminal
Com plaints, and ALL of the Blogs of Defendant Investigative Blogger Crystal L. Cox repod on the

M ewit Technology Stol and the involvement of Enron, Proskauer Rose Law Firm, MPEG LA
M hur M derson, Kenneth Rubenstein Patent M orneys, Hon. Judith Kaye and thousands of
others involved in the M ewit Technology Theft.

Tonkon Torp Law Firm, Mike Morgan and other John and Jane Doe's represented Enron
and have civilly and criminally conspired with Plaintiff Marc Randarm to cover up Tonkon
Torp's involvement in the Stealing of ti'e iviewit Technology.

Plaintiff œ rc J. Randazza is acting in Civil and Criminal Conspiracy with Tonkon Torp Law Firm
regarding the suppressing of Investigative Blogger Crystal L. Cox exposing the documents,
evidence, records of the M ewit Techology Theft as Seen at www.Deniedpatentcom ,
www.ivieiwittv, www.Ethicscom nlaints.com , www.Bankruotcvcorruotion.com , and aII blogs
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listed in the attached œ tion Entitled, ''Motion Requesting Preservation of Evidence'', of

which these blogs in their entireN are evidence in this court case and must be printed out W this
court in their entirety, as requested by Defendant Crystal Cox and in the best interest of
shareholders and the public at Iarge.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff œ rc J. Randazza is acting in Civil
and Criminal Conspiracy with Tonkon Torp Law Firm and connections to CPA Firm M hur
M derson, which is a named defendant in the M ewit Case. CPA Firm M hur Anderson's CPA
Gary Su ehlowski was the primary paid witness in the Obsidian V. Cox Case.

Plainti#Marc Randarm and Tonkon Torp Law Firm are and haœ  been Criminally and
Civilly Conspiring to intimidate, harass, defame Defendant Crr tal Cox in order to attempt
to stop Defendant Crystal Cox from Appealing the Obsidian V. Cox Case. First, Plairltiff
Marc Randar n and Tonkon Torp Law Firm, Attomey David Aman Criminally and Civilly
Conspired regarding Receivership in the Obsidian V. Cox Case as Plaintiff Marc
Rartazm recom mend a Las Vegas M orney named Lara Pearson of the Rimon Law Group
to be the Receiver in Obsidian V. Cox. Plaintiff Randazza did this in order to steal Domain
Names such as e rcRandazza.com. Plaintiff Randazza had been out to sabotage Defendant
Crystal Cox's Appeal from day one in order to suppress the M ewit Story, and protect his Porn

Clients.

Plaintiff Marc Randarm and Tonkon Torp Law Firm, Attorrey David Aman desperately
want to STOP tl-e Obsidian V. CoxAppeal, both % ve the agenda of removing Blogs in
which expose the biggest Criminal Technology Case in the W orld, iviewit Technology. ()f
which both Plaintil Marc Randazzn ard Tonkon Torp Law Firm, Attomey David Aman have
motive to suppress. Plaintiff Marc Randarm represents Big Porn Iruustry Companies such
as Manwin, Corbin Fisher and Others. Plaintiff Marc Randaa n's clients knowingly use the
iviewit Video Technology and I'lave for over a decade. Plaintiff Marc Randarzn's Clients
owe Eliot Bemstein and the iviewit Inventors Hundreds of Millions of Dollars,

Plaintiff Marc Randawn and Tonkon Tom Law Firm, Attorney David Aman met with Judge
Marco Hernandez and Criminally and Civilly Conspired in order to make me Iook Iike a
Criminal Guilty of Extortion, when there was no proof of extortion, norwas Defendant
Crystal Cox on Trial for Extortion. This Civil and Criminal Conspiracy Ied Judge Marco
Herx ndez to deny me a new trial, and to accuse me of extortion, a crime in a motion to

deny a New Trial in a Civil Case.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff Marc Randarn and Tonkon Torp
Law Firm , Attorney David Aman Crim inally and Civilly Conspired as recelnt as December
2012, as Plaintif Marc J. Randarm , an expert in Florida Law, recently advised Tonkon
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Torp Lawyer David Aman how to sled documents in order to Seize my Assets, this Asset
being My Riglk to Appeal Obsidian V. Cox. Plaintiff Marc Randarm  and Tonkon Torp Law

Firm, Attomey David Aman Criminal: and Civilly Conspired for neady a year now to STOP
Defendant Crystal Cox's appeal.

If Defendant Coxwins the Obsidian V. Cox Appeal then iviewit Technology gets a bigger
standing in 'dMedia'' and Plaintiff Marc Randarm and Cor onspirator David Aman were
serlt in to sabotage the appeal to make sure this did not happen. AII to cover up massive
Criminal and Civil Cox piracy regarding the stealing of a 13 Trillion Dollar Video
Technology of which Plaintiff Marc Randarm 's Biggest Clients infringe upon evew minute
of every day.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly Conspired

w ith Judge Gloria M . Navarro

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Cfystal Cox, Plaintiff Marc Randazza is acting in Crim inal

and Civil Conspiracy with Judge Gloria M. Navarro and other co-conspirators to suppress
information regarding the Stolen M ewit Technology.

Plaintiff * rc Randazza is acting in Crim inal and Civil Conspiracy with Tonkon Torp Lawyer
David S. Aman and Judge o rco Hernandez in torturously interfering with the outcome of my
Case Obsidian V. Cox, of which Plaintiff Marc Randazza set out to sabotage the m inute he
heard of my verdict.

Plainti' œ rc Randazza is acting in Criminal and Civil Conspiracy with Tonkon Torp Lawyer
David S. R nan in counselling Rnan on who to get to take Defendant Crystal Cox's domain
names in receivership. Plainti; œ rc Randazza told M orney David S, Aman tô use Las Vegas
M orney Lara Pearson of the Rim on Law Group who was the court-appointed receiver in the
Righthaven Case.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff * rc Randazza acted in Crim inal
and Civil Conspiracy with Tonkon Torp Lawyer David S. Am an, M orney l-ara Pearson, and
Rimon Law Group to take dom ain nam es, suppress free speech, remove my blogs, and rem ove
information regarding the M ewit Technology Stoy  Plaintif o rc Randazza acted in Crim inal
and Civil Conspiracy with Judge Gloria M. Navarro who m ade the ruling regarding Righthaven,
Receiver Lara Pearson and the Iiquidation of Righthaven assets to pay M orney o rc Randazza,
as seen in Exhibit P.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Crim inally and Civilly Conspired w ith Sean Tomkins, J.

Malcom Devoy, Randayyn Legal Group, Corbin Fisher, Michael Fattorosi, and John and
Jane Doe's to harass Industry W histleblowers œ nica Foster aKa Aex œ lody and Desi Fou
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aKa Diana Grandmason, named in Plainti# Marc Randarm 's complaint against his
ex-client, Investigative Blogger, W histleblower, Defendant Crp tal Cox.

œ nica Foster aKa Aex œ lody and Desi Fo>  aKa Diana Gcandmason have written on tl-e
iviewit Technology. œ nica Foster aKa Aex œ lody has interview Defee ant CY tal Cox and
N iewit Inventor and Founder Defendant Eliot Berretein. Plaintiff Marc Randazzn has
Criminally and Civilly Conspired to SILENCE œ nica Foster aKa Aex œ lody in whatever way

necessal.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Crim inally and Civilly Conspired with Stephen Media,
Todd Kinnicann, Kenneth P. W hite, Jordan Rushie, Brown W hite and Newhouse,
Popeldate.com, Above-rhel-aw.com, Forbes, and and John and Jane Doe's in orderto
create a media falsehood to win cases, affect settlemert control clients, trick clients, and
to shut down the blogs of Investigative Blogger Crystal L. Cox exposing the kewit
Technology Stoly and Blowing the W histleblower on Plaintif Marc Randarm and his
co-conspiratoo.

Plaintif Marc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly Conspired with Stephen Media,
Todd Kinnicann, Hustler, Evil M gel, Zero Tolerance, Red Light District, Liberty he ia Heldings,
Corbin Fisher, Playboy, John o lone, Sean Tompkins, J. o lcom Devoy, Jordan Rushie,
Kenneth P. W hite, Macom, O nwin, Porn W iki Leaks, Forbes, Kashmir Hill, Siouxielaw.com,
Jason Jones Salty Droid, Eric Turkewitz, Scott H. Greenseld, Carlos M ller, Tracy L. Coenen,
Mulvihill and Rushie LLC, Jeremy Steele, and John and Jane Doe's in order to shut down
competing websites and blogs. And to harass, intim idate, defame, threaten, crim inally endanger
those who blow the whistle on them, expose them and stand up to them.

On belief and knowledge of Defendapt Clstal Cox, Plaintiff Marc Randazza has
Criminally and Civilly Conspired w ith MPEG 1..A, Liberty Media Holdings, Corbin

Fisher, Godaddy Inc., Peter L. Michaelson, Kenneth Rubenstein, Proskauer Rose Law
Firm in suppressiœ  / removing the ivewit Technology story in connection to Plaintiff Marc
Randarm  and his clients Corbin Fisheq Liberty Media, John C. Malone, AU , Time W arner
Inc. using the iviewit Technology and owing iviewit Technology and Defendant Eliot
Bernstein Billions of Dollars.

Plaintil Marc Randazza has Crim inally and Civilly Conspired with David S.Aman

of Tonkon Torp Law Firm and David Carr of the New York Tim es.
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On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Daùd Carr of the New York Times wrote

an article defaming Defendant Crystal Cox, painting me in false Iight accusing me of
ezortion falsely and in this article, in criminal and civil corepiracywith Proskauer Rose,
Plaintiff Marc Randarm , W arner Bros. Jeffrey Bewkes and other John and Jane Does,
David Carr mentions the Investigative Blogs of Defendant Crysl l Cox in regard to tl-e
iviewit Technology Stolyand Defendant Eliot Bernstein. David Carr cf the New York Times
deliberately defamed Defendant Crystal Cox in Order to Suppress the iviewit Story for and
with Co-conspirators. Plaintiff Marc Randarn has Criminally and Civilly Conspired with
David Carr, and continues to promote the defamatow article paintiœ  Defendant Crysll

Cox in false Iight, criminal: endangering Defendant Crystal Cox, ard defaming Defendant
Crp tal Cox.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff Marc Randazza has
Crim inally and Civilly Conspired w ith Judge Marco Hernandez and David S. Aman
of Tonkon Torp Law Firm in orderto manipulate the coue , commitfraud on the

coue  and convince Judge Marco Hernandez that Defendant Crystal Cox had
extorted them both, when there w as NO Extortion.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Clstal Cox, Plaintiff œ rc Randazza negotiated with
Opposing Counsel David S. Aman of Tonkon Torp Law Firm and Kevin Padrick Plaintiff in
Obsidian V. Cox, on behalf of his client, Defendant Crystal Cox. This terms of this negotiation
was never disclosed to Plaintiff Marc Randarm 's Client Defendant C% tal Cox and due to
this violation of my rights as a cliert 1, Defendant Crp tal Cox Fired Marc Randaw z.

Afterthis, he found another wayto criminally and civilly conspire with Proskauer Rose and
other Co-conspirators to shut down my blogs regarding the iviewit Technology story and
to Sabotage my Ninth Circuit Appeal in criminal and civil conspiracy.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plairltiff Marc Randarm has Criminally
and Civilly Conspired with Judge Marco Hernandez and David S. Aman of Tonkon Torp
Law Firm in accusing me of extortion in a motion to deny a newtrial, in which Plaintiff Marc
Randarm had phone meeting and correspondence with Judge Marco Hemandez and
Tonkon Torp Lawyer David Aman in Regard to.

This conspiracy defamed, attacked, threatened, and painted blogger Defendant Crystal Cox in
False Light. However, Defendant Crystal Cox refused the Settlem ent Offer offered to her, me

just after this. So Plaintiff Marc Randarm cox pired with others in a massive online hate
and defamation campaign to affect my case and intimidate me into stopping my appeal.
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This did not work either, as Defendant Cryst.al Cox is dedicated to exposing aII those
involved in the iviewit Technologytheft and to giving voice to victims of a corruptjudicial
system, so then, Plaintiff Marc Randarm Crimix lly and Civilly Conspired with David S.
Aman of Tonkon Tom Law Firm to appoint Receiver Lara Pearson to steal my Domain
Names. W hen this did not work, Plaintil Marc Randarm  Criminally and Civilly Conspired
with David S. Aman of Tonkon Torp Law Firm to Steal, Seize my ''Right to Appeal'' as an

Asset.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff Marc Randarm  has Criminally
and Civilly Conspired with David S. Aman of Tonkon Torp Law Firm, Mike Morgan of

Tonkon Torp Law Firm and Steven W ilker of Tonkon Torp Law Firm in fi Iing a judgment
Iien, general Iien and execution of Sherifrs Sale on Plaintifrs Asset, the Asset being
Plaintiff Crysll Cox's Right to Appeal.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Cfystal Cox, Plaintiff Marc Randarm has Criminally
and Civilly Conspired with Joumalist Kashmir Hill, Forbes lnc., Steve Forbes,
Aboven el-aw.com in order to paint Defendant Crystal Cox in False Light, Defame
Defendant Crptal Cox, Harass Defendant C% tal Cox and with actual malice, accuse
Defendant Crystal Cox of Criminal Activities of Defendant Crystal Cox was not under
investigation for, on trial for nor convicted of.

Plaintiff Marc Randarn is an attorneyfor Above-rhel-aw.com in which Kashmir Hill writes
for, and where Kashmir Hill use to work. Plaintiff Marc Randaym has Criminally and Civilly
Conspired with in defaming Defendant Crysl l Cox and accusiœ  her, me of the crime of
Extodion of which I am not guilty of nor have I been under investigation for.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff Marc Randarzn has Criminally
and Civilly Conspired with Kashmir Hill to protect those involved in stealing the N iewit
Technology. Plainjff Marc Randarm has Criminally and Civilly Conspired with Kashmir Hill
in suppressing the Free Speech of Blogger Defendant Crptal Cox, painting Blogger
Defendant Crystal Cox in false Iight, and harassing Blogger Defendant Crystal Cox.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintif Marc Randazza has
Crim inally and Civilly Conspired with Proskauer Rose Law Firm, Proskauer Rose
Patent Department, Hon. Judith Kaye, Peter L. Michaelson, Kenneth Rubenstein,
Christopher W heeler, Matthew Triggs, Allen Fagin, Jenifer DeW olf Paine, Joseph
Leccese, Gregg Mashberg and John and Jane Doe's.
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Peter L. Michaelson and Kenneth Rubenstein worked together at Bell Labs, are connected
to MPEG LA and to Hon. Judith Kaye as well as other zane and John Doe's in Criminal
ari Civil Conspiracy. Peter L. Michaelson is close with Plaintiff Marc Randaa a as seen
together at every INTA Meeting. Peter L. Michaelson is conneded to MPEG I..A who is
involved in the stealing of the iviewit Technology. Peter L. Michaelson is connected to
Proskaber Rose Attorney Kenneth Rubenstein, as seen in the FORE Sp tems Inc. Lawsuit
Depositions.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly Conspired with Xbiz, Libeo
Media Holdings! Corbin Fisher, Brazzers, Bittorent, Media Products Inc., Peter L.
Michaelson, W IPO, Godaddy, and John and Jane Does.

Plaintiff Marc Randazm 's clients Xbiz, Liberty Media Holdings, Corbin Fisher, Braa ers,
Bittorent, Media Products Inc. œ ed the N iewit Story suppressed. Plaintiff Marc Randar n

has Criminally and Civil: Conspired with Peter L. Michaelson, WIPO, Godaddy, and John
and Jane Does to make this happen.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza bas Criminally and Ckilly Conspired with Todd Kinnican,
in shaking down clients, using a ring of aûorney bloggers to manipulate l e coud
and clients in order to attorneys on aII sides to be paid, in violation of the righl of

their own clienl .

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff o rc Randazza in Criminal and Civil
Conspiracy with Proskauer Rose Law Firm , Kenneth Rubenstein, Peter L. Mlchaelson, W arner
Bros., Corbin Fisher, e nwin, Liberty œ dia, Encore, Starz, Macom, AU , Apple, Roxanne
Grinage, Hirel-yrics, Steve Dowling, Bruce Sewell, Phil Schiller, Peter Oppenheimer, Tim Cook,
Paul Otellini, Jesrey Bewkes, Time W arner Inc., o tthew Triggs, Foley and Lardner Law Firmr
Gregg o shberg, A len Fagin, Kenneth P. W hite, Blockbuster, H. W ayne Huizenga, Judge Judith
Kaye, Christopher W heeler, W illiam Dick, Intel Corp., Brian G. Utley, M hur M derson,
Greenberg Traurig, Todd Outten, Doug chey, Scott Sherr, Comcast, TCI, Time W arner
Cable, M obile Stream s PLC, Sprint Nextel Corporation, Ideiasnet, Crown M edia Holdings
Inc., David .I.A Flo- rs, A bert E. Rosenthaler, Christopher W . Shean, Gharles Y.
Tanabe, Xbiz, Bittorent, Manwin, LibertyM edia. M edia Produdt.s lnc., Encore, STM Z,
Encore Media Group, John C. Malone, Gregory B. Maffei, TCI Ventures Group LLC, ATT,
Liberty Interactive, Lee Masters, Bruce Ravenel, Liberty Digital lnc., TCI Satellite
Entertain- nt Inc, Discoverychannel, Ne-  Corporation, QVC, Mediaone Group, GBS,

The Weinstein Company, Liberty Capital, Saltm roid Jason Jones, Todd Kinnican, Jordan
Rushie Philly Law Blog, Bob Garfield NPR, Kashmir Hill Forbes, David Carr New York Times,
Kenneth P. W hite Popehate.com, SiouxsieLaw-comy Sequencelnc-com Tracy Coenen,
Kevin D. Padrick David W. Broe , Mike Morgan Tonkon Torp Law Firm, David S. â- n,
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Steven Wilker, Jessica Griffin at Godaddy, Mike Stack (Redgoat aka Goatsred),
Weinergateand, Michael Fattorosi, Judge Michael Simon, Judge Marco Hernandez, Doug
Chey, Movielink, Sony Pictures, Metro-Goldv -Mam r, Paramount Pictures, Sony
Pictures Entertain- nt, Universal, Warner Bros, Best Buy, M ovieFly LLC, Global Digital

Media Group, Blockbuster, Sonylohn Calkins, David Colter, Chuck Dages, Todd
Outten, Scott Sherr, Silcon Graphics, Douglas Ghey, Michael N rieta, W IPO Director
Francis Gurry, Rav nd Joao, Douglas Boehm, R3D, Steven Becker, Raymond Hersch,
John Malone, Digital Plaw round Inc., Manwin GERMM Y GMBH, Fabian Thylm nn,
Manwin Licensing International, Manwin USA Inc., Brau ers, Xtube, PornHub, Spankwire
and John and Jane Doe's to be added to this Federal Investigation at a later date, in fraud on the
courls, intim idating a repoder, investigative blogger Counter Plaintiff Clstal Cox in to removing
blogs reporting on the iMewit Technology, stealing intellectual property of Counter Plaintiff Crystal
Cox and thereby removing information regarding the M ewit Technology case and the involved,
named defendants that are Co-conspirators in this case, and instilling fear, undo stress, and
duress on Counter Plaintiff Crystal Cox to take away her constitutional rights, free speech rights,
right to due process and rem ove content and entire blogs of Counter Plaintiff Crystal Cox in
order to inhibit the flow of inform ation and in violation of Anti-Trust Laws and Freedom of Speech
Laws.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza acted in Criminal and Civil Conspiracywith Tonkon Torp Lav r
David S. Aman e o was Opposing Counsel against Pro Se Defendant CY O I Cox in
Obsidian Finance Group LLC vs. Crn tal Cox, in regard to Plaintiff M arc Randazza
advising Tonkon Torp Lawyer David S. Am n in seizing assets of Pro Se Defendant
CY tal Cox. Plainti; œ rc Randazza had acted as my attorney negotiating with David S. Aman
prior to this. Plaintiff * rc Randazza acted in criminal and civil conspiracy in advising Tonkon
Torp Lawyer David S. Aman to use M orney Lara Pearson of Rimon Law Group to act as
''forced'' receiver over my past owned domain names. KReceiver'' M orney Lara Pearson of
Rim on Law Group had acted in conspiracy with Plaintiff œ rc Randr za and Judge Gloria M.
Navarro in past proceedings such as, and not Iimited to, the Righthaven Cases.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff Marc Randazza acted in Criminal
and Civil Conspiracywith Tonkon Torp Lav r David B. Alm n, Opposing Counsel against
Pro Se Defendant Crystal Cox in Obsidian Finance Group LLC Ms. Clstal Cox, in regard to
Plaintil Marc Randazza advising Tonkon Torp Lawyer David S. Aman in seizing assets of Pro
Se Defendant Crystal Cox, W hen the Lara Pearson Criminal and Civil Conspiracy did not work.
Plaintiff * rc Randazza advised Tonkon Torp Lawyer David S. Aman to seize another asset Of
Defendant Crystal Cox. This asset is the Constitutional Rights of Defendant Crystal Cox. Plaintiff
Marc Randazza acted in Criminal and Civil Conspiracy with Lawyer David S. Aman and Lawyer
Steven W ilker of Tonkon Torp Law Firm to file a Lien, a W rit of Execution, a Sherifrs sale on

Defendant Crotal Cox's MRight To O PEAL''

This, after Plaintiff Marc Randazza conspired criminal: and civilly for over a year to intimidate,
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threaten, harass Defendant Crystal Cox into backing out, giving up, stopping her Appeal to the
Ninth Circuit Coud of Obsidian Finance Group v. Crystal Cox.

Plaintif Marc Randazza gave Lawyer David S. Aman and Lawyer Steven W ilker of Tonkon Torp
Law Firm undisclosed Iegal advice, information, court cases, documents and more to aid and
abet, civilly and criminally conspire with Lawyer David S. Aman and Lawyer Steven W ilker of
Tonkon Torp Law Firm to seize Defendant Crn tal Cox's Asset, 'l-rhe Right to Y peal''. This
constitutional rights violation is a well known Florida scheme to STO P a case from going to a

higher court.

Plainti# * rc Randazza has criminally and civilly conspired with many, to sabotage, alter, STOP
the Obsidian Finance Group LLC N peal to the Ninth Circuit, by Defendant Crystal Ctm for over
a year now,

Judge Gloria M. Navarro is acting in criminal and civil conspiracy with Plaintiff * rc Randazza to
remove mass information from the lnternet Search Engines regarding the M eiwt Technology
story. Judge Gloria M. Navarro is acting in criminal and civil conspiracy with Godaddy, Liberty
œ dia Holdings Inc., Bob Garfield NPR, Kashmir Hill Forbes, Jordan Rushie Philly Law Blog,
David Carr New York Times, Kenneth P. W hite Popehate.com, Jason Jones SaltyDroid.info,
SiouxsieLaw-com  Sequencelnc-com Tracy Coenen, and and other John and Jane Doe's in

an Online Hate, Defaming, Criminal Endangerment, Information Suppressing, W histleblower
Retalitation Harassment Cam paign.

Judge Gloria M Navarro is acting in criminal and civil conspiracy with Plaintiff o rc Randazza to
protect Macom, Time W arner Inc., Encore, Stars, ATT, APPLE, Liberty œ dia Holdings, Corbin
Fisher, œ nwin, MPEG 1.A, TCI Ventures Group LLC, ATT, Liberty Digital Inc., TCI Satellite
Entedainrx nt Inc, Discovery Channel, Ne-  Corporation, Netflix, QVC, Mediaone
Group, CBS, The W einstein Company, Liberty Capital, Corbin Fisher, Liberty Global,
Belgium's Telenet Group Holding, Sirius Radio, Barnes and Noble, Discover Communications,
œ lone Family Foundation, and other John and Jane Doe's to supress, rem ove information from
the Internet Public Mew regarding the stolen 13 Trillion Dollar iMewit Technology, Defendant
Eliot Bernstein is the Founder of M ewit Technology and is one of the inventors of iM ewit

Technology.

Judge Gloria M. Navarro is acting in crim inal and civil conspiracy with Plainti# * rc Randazza,
Randazza Legal Group, Ron Green, Laura Tucker and Godaddy to steal intellectual property of
Defendant Crystal Cox and Eliot Bernstein with no due process.

Judge Gloria M. Navarro is acting in crim inal and civil conspiracy with Plaintiff M arc Randazza,
Randazza Legal Group, Ron Green, Laura Tucker to remove thousands of blog posts
forever from the Internet Search Engines Regarding W histlblower about Plaintiff œ rc Randazza
and Randazza Legal Group and the Mewit Technology Story.
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Judge Gloria M. Navarro is acting in crim inal and civil conspiracy with Plaintiff œ rc Randazza to
permanently alter the search engines and protect, aid and abet those invölved in the iMewit
Technology theft and Technology Infringem ent.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Judge Gloria M. Navarro is acting in crim inal
and civil conspiracy with Plaintiff m rc Randazza and with Rimon Law Group's Lara Pearson
who Plainti' * rc Randazza had used in Receivership issues rcsgarding Righthaven, in which
Judge Gloria M. Navarro ruled on and enforce.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Criminally
and Civilly conspired with Godaddy Inc. and Bob Parsons Godaddy President, W IPO
Executive, John o lone of Liberty œ dia, MPEG LA, Doug Chey, SONY, AU , Kenneth P. W hite,
APPLEI Peter L. M chaelson W IPO Panelist, Bruce Sewell, Steve Dowling, W arner Bros. Jeffrey
Bewkes, Time W arner Inc., AO L, M acom , Tonkon Torp Law Firm . M ke œ rgan Head of Tonkon
Torp, Steven W ilker Tonkon Torp, David S. Aman Tonkon Torp, Kevin D. Padrick Obsidian
Finance Group, J. O lcolm Devoy, Sean Tomkins, Kenneth P. W hite, Philly Law Blog, Jordan
Rushie, SaltyDroid, W hite Newhouse and Brown, Peter L. Michaelson INTA, Proskauer Rose
M orney Kenneth Rubenstein, Proskauer Rose Law Firm , Grc g o shberg, œ thew Triggs,
Christopher W heeler, Forbes, New York Tim es, Jeff o nning, Orc onian, Scott Donahey, Tom
Halket, o nwin, Corbin Fisher, Encore, Startz, TCI Ventures Group LLC, A7T, Liberty Digital lnc.,
TCI Satellite Entertainment lnc, Discovel Channel, News Corporation, Netflix, QVC, œ diaone
Group, CBS, The W einstein Company, Liberty Capital, Corbin Fisher, Liberty Global, Belgium's
Telenet Group Holdlng, Sirius Radio, Barnes and Noble, Discover Com m unications, o lone
Fam ily Foundation, Cato Institute, Bob Garfield NPR, Kashm ir Hill Forbes, Jordan Rushie Philly
Law Blog, David Carr New York Tim es, Kenneth P. W hite Popehate.com , Jason Jones
SaltyDroid.info, SiouxsieLaw.com , Sequencelnc.com Tracy Coenen, * rk Bennett
blog.bennettandbennetcom , Bennett and Bennett, Scott H. Greenfield, Carlos M llec Eric

Turkewik - Turkewit Law Firm and NewYorkpersonallnjueM orneyBlog.com, Scott H.
Greenfield of Simple Justice - a New York Criminal Defense Blog and blog.simplejustice.us,
Cados Mller of Pixlo.com and PhotographyisNotacrime.com, Ronald Green, Laura Tucker,
o nwin GERO  GMBH, Enron, Hon. Judith Kaye, Bell Labs, M orney Lara Pearson, Judge
Gloria M. Navarro, Rimon Law Group, m nwin, Porn W iki Leaks, M hur Anderson, Ernst and
Young, KPMG, Counter-Defendant Roxanne Grinage, Counter-Defendant Hirel-yrics,
Counter-Defendant Steve Dowling, Bruce Sewell, Phil Schiller, Peter Oppenheimer, Tim Cook
Paul Otellini, Jeffrey Bewkes, Tim e W arner Inc., o tthew Triggs, Foley and Lardner Law Firm ,
Counter-Defendant Gregg Mashberg, Allen Fagin, Kenneth P. W hite, Blockbuster, H. W ayne
Huizenga, Judge Judith Kaye, Christopher W heeler, W illiam Dick, Intel Corp., Jerem y Steel,
Brian G. Utley, M hur M derson, Greenberg Traurig, Todd Outten, Counter-Defendant Doug
Chey. Counter-Defendant Scott Sherr, Com cast, TCI, Time W arner Cable, e bile Streams
PLC, Sprint Nextel Corporation, Ideiasnet, Crown œ dia Holdings Inc., David J.A. Flowers, Abed
E. Rosenthaler, Christopher W . Shean, Charles Y. Tanabe, Xbiz, Bittorent, m nwin, Liberty
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œ dia, m dia Produdts Inc., Encore, STM Q Encore œ dia Group, John C. o lone, Gregory B.
o ffei, TCI Ventures Group LLC, AU , Liberty lnteractive, Lee œ sters, Bruce Ravenel, Liberty
DigiKl Inc., TCI Satellite Entertainment Inc, Discovery Channel, News Corporatinn, QVC,
œ diaone Group, CBS, The Weinstein Company, Liberty Capital, SalNDroid Jason Jones,
Counter-Defendant Todd Kinnican, Countere efendant Jordan Rushie Philly Law Blog, Bob
Garfield NPR, Kashmir Hill Forbes, David Carr New York Times, Counter-Defendant Kenneth
P. W hite Popehate.com, Countere efendant SiouxsieLaw.com, Sequencelnc.com Tracy
Coenen, Kevin D. Padrick, David W . Brown, Mke Morgan Tonkon Torp Law Firm,
Counter-Defendant David S. Aman, Steven W ilker, Jessica Griffin at Godaddy, Mke Stack
(Redgoat aka Goatsred), Weinergate, Mchael Fattorosi, Judge Mchael Simon, Judge O rco
Hernandez, Doug Chey, e vielink, Sony Pictures, o tro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount Pictures,
Sony Pictures Entedainment, Universal, W arner Bros, Best Buy, œ vieFly LLC, Global Digital
e dia Group, Blockbuster, Sony Jûhn Calkins, David Colter, Chuck Dages, Todd Outten, Scoo
Sherr, Silcon Graphics, APPLE, Bruce Sewell, Phil Schiller, Philip W . Schiller, Peter
Openheimeq Douglas Chey, Mchael N rieta, W IPO Director Francis Gurly Raymond Joao,
Douglas Boehm, R3D, Steven Becker, Raymond Hersch, John œ lone, Digital Playground Inc.,
o nwin GERMANY GMBH, Fabian Thylmann, O nwin Licensing International, o nwin USA Inc.,
Brazzers, Xtube, PornHub, Spankwire, Digital Playground, Brazzers, Sony Pictures,
œ tro-Goldwyn-m yer, Param ount Pictures, Sony Pictures Entertainment, Universal, W arner
Bros, Best Buy, œ vieFly LLC, Global Digital h*dia Group, Blockbuster, Sony John Calkins,
David Colter, Chuck Dages, Counter-Defendant Todd Outten, Scott Sherr, Silcon Graphics,
Douglas Chey, Michael Arrieta, Blockbuster, Jessica Grimn at Godaddy, M chael Fattorosi ,

Slashdot, Hunter œ ore, Shelley Lubben's Sllker, Mke Stack (Redgoat aka Goatsred),
W einergate, Todd Kinnican, Mulvihill and Rushie LLC and other John and Jane Doe's to Be
M ded, in intimidating whistleblowersl suppressin: the M ewit Stolen Technology investigative
repods, defaming whistleblowers, threatening whistleblowers and investigative bloggers, stealing
domain names, stealing intellectual property, harassing whistleblowers and investigative
blœ gers, and removing content of blogs of whistleblowers and investigative bloggers, and
adempting to set precedene for other co-conspirators to take future domain names and blogs of
industry insiders, whistleblowers and investigative bloggers.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff Marc Randazza has Criminally
and Civilly conspired with Jordan Rushie of œ lvihill and Rushie LLC Philly Law Blog, Brown
W hite $ Newhouse, Kenneth P. W hite, Popehat.com, Eric Turkewit - Turkewio Law Firm and
NewYorkpersonallnjulM orneyBlog.com, Countereefendant Scott H. Greenfield of Simple
Justice - a New York Criminal Defense Blog, * rk Bennett blog.bennedandbennetcom,
Bennett and Bennett, Counter-Defendant Scott H. Greenfield, and other John and Jane Doe
M orneys and Law Firm s, in an online campaign to defame, discredit, threaten, intim idate and
harass bloggers who speak out with an opinion or information regarding their cases they are
working on or their clients. This ring of attorney bloggers have the goal of using each others
blogs to affect court cases, control clients, pressure seqlements, and get their paycheck as
quick and as high as possible. This works in connection with Iocal corruptjudges, and is a direct
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adack on the civill constitution rights of the attorneys clients and alI those involved in the cases.
This ring of attorney bloggers send in stalkers, post the make and model of whistleblower's
vehicles, paint whistleblowers in false Iight, defame whistleblower, intimidate whistleblower, and
aII with the whistleblower retaliation goal of shutting them up. These adorney bloggers, Iynch
m ob against whistleblowers com mit fraud on the couds as they use the courts as their forum ,
and make it Iook Iike they are a credible ''media organization'' or ''Iaw commentary'' site, this way
a Judge will have a way to corruptly rule to steal intellectual propel , delete blogs, remove
content, transfer domain names, changes server.s and aid and abet the suppression of the
inform ation the whistleblower is bringing to the service.

Plaintil œ rc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly conspired with Counter-Defendant Godaddy,
W IPO, Counter-Defendant Peter L. Michaelson, the Nevada Courts, Jessica Grimn, and other

John and Jane Does, to steal domain names and remove content of whistleblowers.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Cfystal Cox, Plaintiff * rc Randazza has Criminally and
Civilly conspired to shut down online media, blogs, forums, video sites, and alI those com peting
in the search engines with him or his co-conspirator clients. These Co-conspirators as noted
above, and re-alleged from this entire complaint answer, will do an/hing it takes to silence
whistleblowers, porn industl insiders ex-porn stads, porn star advocates, and those who
disagree with them at all.

Plaintiff o rc Randazza has Criminally and Civilly with These Co-conspirators as noted above,
and re-alleged from this entire complaint answer, to stalk, harass, threaten, intim idate, drive to
suicide, murder, pressure, ruin careers of defame these whistleblowers, porn industry insiders,
ex-porn star, porn star advocates, and those who disagree with them at all.

The Porn Industl is well known to flex it's Iegal and financial power to get what it wants. The
Porn Industry is well known to have deep mafia ties. The Too Much o dia Case out of New
Jersey, was a case Iike Defendant Crystal Cox's case whereby a judge ruled that the
whistleblower was not protected by special privilege media Iaws. This woman is Shellee Hale
and she exposed information re arding Porn Company Too œ ch m dia and is writing a book
called ''Pornafia''.

The Biggest Threat to the Porn Industry at this moment hnancially, as well as Liberty œ dia
Holding, Counter-Defendant John C. o lone and aII related tech, m edia, and video companies
is the undisclosed Iiability of the money they owe the M eiwit Technology com pany for every
minblte of video streaming for over a decade. The M ewit Technology is worth around 13 Trillion
Right Now, and if iM ewit called for a cease and desist of aII technology use, 99 percent of ALL
videos online and on television would cease to be.

On belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plaintiff * rc Randazza has Criminally and
Civilly conspired will aII Iisted known co-conspirators in this com plaint answer, to intimidate
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Investigative Bloggers Defendant Cwstal Cox and PornNewsTodaycom's œ nica Foster / Aex
O lody and Foxx O dia Group's Diana Grandmason aKa Desi Fo> , into silencing their repoding
on the M ewit Technology storing, and Defendant Eliot Bernstein.

O n belief and knowledge of Defendant Crystal Cox, Plainti; Marc Randazza and his
co-conspirators are desperate to silence the M ewit Story in connection to them . This Slapp
Lawsuit is a prime example of how Plaintiff * rc Randazza com mitts fraud on the courts, uses
a ring of attorney bloggers and big m edia connections such as Kashm ir Hill of Forbes and Bob
Garfield of NPR in order to Protect hlafa Backed Pôrn lndustry Giants.

This Slapp Lawsuit brought against Defendant Crystal Cox by PlaintiF * rc Randazza is solely
to intim idate my silence and to flat out delete my blogs, and internet content exposing This Slapp
Lawsuit and the kewit Technology company. This Slapp Lawsuit is fraud on the courts by
Plaintiff * rc Randazza.

Plaintiff * rc Randazza claims, in this Com plaint that he has no issue with Defendant Crystal
Cox Posting whatever she wants about him on her blogs that don't have ''Randazza'' in the web
address. Yet this coud unconstitutionally, unlawfully, silences my voice on m y thousand blogs,
regarding Plaintis * rc Randazza. This has caused Defendant Crystal Cox damage,

1, Defendant Crystal Cox Object to Plaintiff * rc Randazza Suppressing my Free Speech,
attempting to STOP my Ninth Circuit & peall Criminally Endangering me, Harassing œ , Painting
me in False Light, Defamation œ , intimidating me, violating my civil and constitutional rights and
stealing my intellectual propedy.

Defendant Crystal Coxwill rem ain dedicated to exposing Plaintiff o rc Randazza. Defendant
Crystal Cox will file bar complaints, criminal complaints, RICO Complaint and interview with
anyone who will Iisten regarding the criminal endangerment, of Plaintiff œ rc Randazza. In order
to protect the Public at Large, the fam ilies of those inside the Porn Industry who Plainti# o rc
Randazza and his co-conspirators target, the individuals attacked in copyright trolling Iynchings
from several attorneys working with Plainti' o rc Randazza and Liberty œ dia Holdings LLC,
John C. œ lone and other Co-conspirators Iisted here w ithin, as well as John and Jane Doe Civil
and Crim inal Conspirators.

Plaintiff o rc Randa za is guilty of Fraud and Collusion, Rackeetering, Defamation,
Harassment Stalking, Intimidation, Fraud on the Courts, Attorney Client Privilege Molation,
Abuse of the Courts to Intim idate a Ninth Circuit Appeal Defend a'ect Big œ dia, and Crim inal
Endangerment.

Defendant Crystal Cox request this coud investigate œ rc Randazza as per Defendant Crystal
Cox œ tion filed with this court entitled, ''œ tion Dem anding Investigation''.
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Defendant Crystal Cox request that Judge Gloria M. Navarro be rectlsed, removed from this
case as requested in Defendant Crystal Cox œ tion 5Ied with this court entitled, ''œ tion
Requesting the Reclusal, Removal of Judge Gloria M, Navarro''.

Defendant Crptal Cox is NOT in Molation of (Molation of lndividual Cyberpiraty
Protections - 15 U.S.C. j 8131).

Defendant Crystal Cox and Defendant Eliot Bernstein to my my knowledge has not purchased

nor used domains in this complaint to profit.

Defendant Crystal Cox is NOT in Molation of (Cybersquatting - 15 U.S.C. j 1125(d)

Defendant Crystal Cox is NOT in Molation of (Right of Publicity - NRS 597.810)

Plaintiff * rc Randazza has no Common Law Right of PubliciN

Defendant Crystal Cox is NOT in Molation of (Common Law Intrusion Upon Seclusion)

Plaintiff * rc Randazza States he has no issue with Defendant Crystal Cox exercising Free
Speech on blogs such as Crystalcoxcom and other blogs owned or ran by Defendant Crystal
Cox as Iong as it is not on a blog, dom ain nam e with ''Randazza'' in the nam e. Yet this court
issues an illegal TRO, preventing Defendant Cfystal Cox in exercising Free Speech on blogs
such as Clystalcoxcom and other blogs owned or ran by Defendant Crystal Cox.

M arc Randazz.a threatened that he would ruin me, Plaintiff Crysul Cox if I made an enemy of him. M arc
Randan 's friends have threatened my knee caps, publicly humitiated and defamed me. M arc Randaw
accused me of a crime in big media in which 1 was never charged with through proper legal channels.
Marc Randnzzn has exm sed women in the Porn lndustry who have given me tips and gave thek home

address and car identitkation information in publk forums.

M arc Randan  has hinzselt-co-hearsed me to STOP my appeal to the Ninth Ckcuk in Obsidkn V. Cox
and Marc Randaw  has had hk friends, attorney bloggers, and big media intimklate me in order to
pressure me to stop my appeal process. M arc Randazz.a told me in our flrst consuk where he was to be
my attorney, that thcse in the tip of the Porn lndustry contacted him and said what are you going to do

ahmt Crystal C(m 1 have 2 wknesses to tbis phone call.

Maro Randazz.a offered to be my attorney in my Obsidian V. Cox apN al and then used privileged
information to coaspire with the Phintiff in that Case. Marc Randazz.a continues to lmrass me, have his
rriends threaten me, tzse big medk to intimiclate me and l am in fear of my life and quality of life of M arc

Ranllazaza and ad attorneys of Randnzzrl Leral Group.
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Porn Industry M orney * rc Randazza of Randazza Legal Group has committed fraud on the
couds. M d has painted Blogger Crystal L. Cox in False Light, Defamed Crp tal L. Cox and
Committed a Hate Crime in this R% ard.

Marc Randazza told me not to N peal Obsidian Finance Group Vs. Crystal Cox. M orney * rc
Randazza who wanted to represent me in my Appeal, convinced me it was best not to appeal
the 2.5 Million Judgement as this would then be used to Iobby for new Iaws and be better for
more people, namely his Porn Industry Clients.

I later found out that it was NOT in my, Defendant Crystal Cox's best interest nor the best

interest of bloggers, citizen journalists and aII citizens. Marc Randazza was trying to deceive me,
pressure me to not appeal Obsidian V. Cox.

Turns out o rc Randazza did not want to represent me, Defendant Crystal Cox, in an & peal,
but instead wanted to cut a deal with the Plaintiffwithout my knowledge so that the case would
never go to the Ninth. Attorney o rc Randazza told UCI..A Professor M orney Eugene Volokh
that he represented me regarding an & peal and therefore backed oq Eugene Volokh from taking
the case. 1, Defendant Crystal Cox found out and Iet Eugene Volokh know that l fired * rc
Randazza and did want Eugene to Represent me.

1, Defendant Clystal Cox did not buy any domain names, nor stad any blog to intimidate a
witness into not testifying. ln fact, the record shows that I stated I wanted to go to Portland to
* rc Randazza's Deposition and question him myself. œ rc Randazza was Subpoenaed in
Obsidian V Cox, after the Trial. 1, Defendant Crystal Cox am Pre Se in this matter and received
copies of the œ rc Randazza Subpoena.

My, Defendant Crystal Cox's blogs were not to intimidate a witness, but to expose an unethical
aqomey in order to warn other potential clients and victims of Marc Randazza and his gang of
M orney Bloggers who were inciting Hate against me and other Investigative Bloggers such as
Desi Fo>  and e nica Foster.

This Coud has Denied Defendant CY taI Cox Due Process and erred when it issued an
impermissible prior restraint when it issued a preliminal injunction against future speech,
and seized intellection property, content, blogs and domain names of Defendant Crystal Cox.

This Coud has Denied Defendant Crystal Cox Due Process and erred when it issued a
preliminary injunction against future speech without the requisite showings required to enter a
preliminal injunction.

This Court has Denied Defendant Cfystal Cox Due Process and erred when it issued a

preliminaly injunction against tortious interference, when as a matter of Iaw, the tortious
interference claim m ust fail. Plaintiff o rc Randazza has tortiously interfered with Defendant
Crystal Cox's business, news m edia, blogs, and online content.
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This Court has Denied Defendant Crystal Cox Due Process and erred when it issued a
preliminary injunction in which has caused irreparable harm, when there was an adequate
remedy at Iaw, when there was no likelihood of success on the m erits, and without considering
the public interest?

This Coud has Denied Defendant Crystal Cox Due Process and erred when it issued a

preliminary injunction against invasion of privacy without the requisite showings required to enter
a preliminary injunction.

This Court By Law must cure an unlawful prior restraint.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza sued Defendant CrP II Cox
for Exercising her First A- ndrnent Righ?

This Court has Denied Defendant Crystal Cox Due Process and erred when it issued a
preliminary injunction that was over-broad, subject to abuse and has caused Defendant Crystal
Cox irreparable financial damage and suffering.

This Court has Denied Defendant Crystal Cox Due Process and erred when it issued a

preliminal injunction denying Defendant Crystal Cox her right to Free Speech.

The essence of a prior restraint is that it places First Rnendment protected speech under the

personal censorship of one judge. (Bernard v. Gulf OiI Co., 619 F.2d 459, 486 (5th Cir. 1980)
(State v. Globe Commc'ns, Corp., 622 So.2d 1066, 1073, (FIa. 4th DCA 1993), affd 648 So. 2d
110 (FIa. 1994)

Plaintiff * rc Randazza has shown no harm , m uch Iess irreparable harm .

This Case Lacks Constitutional Validity.

This Court has Denied Defendant Crystal Cox Due Process and erred when it issued an

unlawful prior restraint. Such an injundion imposed unlawful prior restraint of speech, violating
the First Amendment, with no constitutionally permissible justification. The Order represents an
impermissible restraint on speech and was unjustified based on the evidence. The injunction is a
content based restriction on speech, and thus m ust overcome strict scrutiny in order to slnd.

There is no ''compelling state interest'' at issue in this case. The injunction has a fatal condition.
(Bantam Books, Inc. v. Sullivan 372 U.S. 58 (1963) (Organization for a Better M stin v. Keefe,
402 U.S. 415 (1971) The Supreme Court Struck down the injunction as ''an impermissible
restraint on First Amendment rights' Id at 417018, 418 n.I. In invalidating the prior restraint, the
Court wrote, ''no prior decisions support the claim that the interest of an individual in being free

from public criticism of his business practises in pamphlets, or Ieasets warrants the injunctive
power of the court.'' Id at 419.
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The Preliminary Injunction in this Case against
Defendant Crm tal Cox is Unconstltutional.

If a court issues an injunction prior to adjudicating the First Amendment Protection of the speech
at issue, the injunction cannot pass constitutional muster.

This court denied Defendant Crystal Cox Due Process in expressly skipping the essential step
of adjudicating the First Nnendment protections to the speech at issue.

This court denied Defendant Crystal Cox Due Process in failing to make any findings of fact or
ruling of Iaw, much Iess review of the blog articles and the First Amendment. Plaintiff * rc

Randazza is a Public Figure. (New York Times Vs. Sullivan)

Aludicial Order that prevents free speech from occurring is unlawful. tErwin Chemerinsky,
Constitutional Law; Principles and Policies 918 (2002) (''The Clearest definition of prior restraint
is.. a judicial order that prevents speech from occurring:).

Prior Restraints are ''the most serious and Ieast tolerable infringement on First Amendment
Rights.' Neb. Press Ass'n v. Stewart, 427 U.S. 539, 559 (1976). There is a 'ddeep-seated
American hostility to prior restraint'' kl at 689 (Brennan, J. concurring).

Injunctive relief to prevent actual Qr threatened damage is heavily disfavored because it interferes
with the First Amendment and amounts to censorship prior to a judicial determination of the
Iawlessness of speech. See e ore v. CiN Dry Cleaners & Laundry, 41 So. 2d 865, 872 (FIa.
1949). ''The special vice of prior restraintr the Supreme Court held, ''is that communication will
be suppressed.., before an adequate determination that it is unprotected by the First
Amendmenf'. Pittsburgh Press Co v. Pittsburg Comm'n on Human Relations, 413 U.S. 376, 390
(1973). Aso se Fort W ayn Books Inc. v Indiana, 489 U.S. 46, 66 (1989)., M.I.C., Ltd v Bedford
Township, 463 U.S. 1341, 11343 (1983,)

In this case, the Nevada Coud has skipped the step of adjudicating the First Amendment
protection relevant to the speech at issue. Prior Restraints are Unconstitutional.
Aso see Post-Newswek Stations Orlando, Inc. v. Gueklo.

''RlG sought extraordinary relief in the form of prior restraint to enjoin .. . This relief is not
recognized in this State, nor anywhere else in the County In addition to ignoring the First
Amendment Rights and almost a centur/s worth of common Iaw, the .. court ignored virtually aII
procedural requirements for the issue of a preliminary injunction.'' Page 5 Paragraph ii of
Opening Brief & pellate Case No. 3D12-3189, Irina Chevaldina N pellant Ms. R.K./Fl
m nagement Inc.',et.al., Appellees. M orney fer Appellant hlarc J, Randazza Florida Bar No.
325566, Randazza Legal Group Miami Florida. This case is now hereby referenced here

in, in it's entirety.
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Marc Randazza is Using this Complaint to Further lntimidate Me
and it is Fraud on the Courts

Defendant Crystal L. Cox claims that this com plaint is being used for improper purpose,
harassment, defam ation, slander, and that the assedions in this Com plaint are NOT warranted
under these Rules and under applicable Iaw.

Porn Industry Attorney, Marc Randazza of Randazza Legal Group claim s that Blogger Crystal
Cox registered the dom ain name o rcRandazza.com and then tried to etod money from him .

Porn Industry Attorney, Marc Randazza of Randazza Legal Group has conspired with others tô
create blogs that harass and attem pt to intim idate Defendant Crystal Cox, such as
Crystal-coxcom, CrystalcoxBlows.com , Crystalcoxsucks.com and has started YouTube
Channels to post Iies and intim idation via nam es such as Captaino bvious, See Exhibit H.

* rc Randazza conspires with Attorney Kenneth P. W hite of PopeHate.com, Kashmir Hill of
Forbes, Jordon Rushie of Philly Law Blog, Godaddy, Google Insiders and others to incite hate
and spread crim inal Iies rc arding Defendant Crystal Cox.

Porn IndustryAttorney, Marc Randazza has committed Fraud on the Courts in Stating that
high profile lnvestigative Blogger Crystal Cox offered to Sell him œ rcRandazza.com and
claiming that when he refused to buy the domain name or hire Defendant Cryskl Cox, that
Defendant Crystal Cox then posted negative blog posts and comments online regarding hlarc
Randazza and his com pany. And that after this refusal of internet Defendant bought the dom ain
name of * rc Randazza's W ife. This is not how it happened.

Marc Randazza Has Conspired to Colw nit a Hate Crine.

> rc Randazza Has Conspired with Kenneth P. W hite of Brown W hite and Newhouse, Jordon
Rushie, Kashm ir Hill of Forbes and countless others to intim idate and harass Defendant Crystal
Cox.

The Hate Crime Prevention M t, Title 18, U.S.C., Section 241, Conspiracy & ainst Rights
statute makes it unlawful for S o or more persons to conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or
intimidate any person of any state, territory or district in the free exercise or enjoyment of any
right or privilege secured to him/her by the Constitution or the Iaws of the United States. David
Aman has M olated this with conspiring with Sean Boushie, o rc Randazza and others to harm
and intim idate me and l will be Filing a Federal Hate Crim e Com plaint and a Criminal Com plaint.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza is Suppressing my Free Speech and Interfering with my
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Business, Todurous interference. Plaintiff Marc Randazza is violating Anti-Trust La- ,
Fair Use Lau  and rnore in completelywiping out his search engine competition with a
fraudulent Ia- uit, and Plaintiff M arc Randazza has alreadysucceeded before
Defendant CY I I Cox and Defendant Eliot Bernstein even had due process, ti>  to file
an ans- r. Marc Randazza used the Las Vegas Nevada Courts to wipe out his
competition for Free simply by Iying to the courts and being believed with no proof,

simply because he is a Las Vegas M orney.

As to the A legation of Obsessive Conduct, Too many Blogs, and too m any Iinks. M d to ask this
court to suppress the search engine results of one Qobsessive blogger'' is is a violation of
Anti-Trust and Fair Marketplace Laws as well as a violation of Fair Competition M t (FCA), The
Sherman M titrust M t (1890), M titrust Policy and Competition Law.

œ rc Randazza has no Iegal right to attem pt to suppress my right to compete in the search
engines for any search term. o rc Randazza has no legal right to suppress my ability to get into
the search engines for whatever search term I should want to get into the search engines for.
Nor does * rc Randazza have a Iegal right to shut down my blogs, or my propietary method.

* rc Randazza wants this court to give him an unfair advantage in the search engines, and to
simply steal alI my work over the Iast year. * rc Randazza wants this court to eliminate his
search engine competition, and to suppress the ability of competing blogs, websites and those

who operate such.

Laws governing f'air competition are designed to maintain a competitive marketplace and m rc
Randazza wants this coud to eliminate the competitive marketplace for search terms related to
his business and Iine of work. This is unlawful.

M titrust Iaw seek to make businesses compete fairly. m rc Randazza wishes the courts to
violate Antitrust Iaw and give m rc Randazza an unfair advantage by suppressing competition in

the search engines.

l have every legal, lawful, fair market place, right to be better at search engine marketing and
placement then * rc J. Randazza of Randazza Legal Group.

Plaintiff M arc Randazza corr its Fraud on this Court in unproven Extortion A legations

The only email coorespondence I had regarding Plaintiff Marc Rariarm  paying for my
services was me offering marketing before anything was placed on MarcRandarm .com
and l certainly did not say l would post anything negative if he did not pay me. That did not

happen. Marc Respoe ed to my asking if he needed a marketing expert or knew anyone
who did by saythis i'Asking me for a job, or a recommendation? That doesn't bother
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me in the Ieast. In fact, if you had displayed any ethics, I'd be game to do so.'' He clearly

did not have an issue, in his own words with me asking for a job. R e only other money
spoken of in emails with Marc Randarm  was him asking me to pay his expenses as my

Pro Bono Attorrey.

Plaintiff * rc Randazza speaks of my ''dozens of victims'', this is not true. l have many people,
companies I report on, just as big media repods on individuals and get to the top of the search
engines for their names, lt is not victims, it is people I report on, as I am New œ dia.
I do not post baseless accusation, l have never done this. I get tips weekly, sometimes daily. I
also do deep research and online investigations and research for my stories, Yes I have my own
unique style, my lndependent Product as it is my Blog, my œ dia, my Soapbox.

Obsidian V. Cox, Case CV-11-57-HZ U.S. District Court District of Oregon was regarding
one blog post on one blog. Obsidian V. Cox was not about Extortion, norwas the case
about my 'sconducf'. lt was regarding defamation accusations from a Court Appointed
Attorney /'Frustee in a $40 Million Dollar Bankruptcy Case. In this case, Judge Hemandez
ruled that l was not protected by Oregon Retraction Laws, Shield Laws northe First

Amendment. The case is on appeal in the Ninth Circuit (Case 12-35319), as Jœ ge
Hernandez Errored in his Ruling. I have Amicus Brief Suppod from EFF, the Electronic
Frontier Foundation and From ScotusBlog.com as well as the Reporters Committee for
Freedom of the Press.

œ rcRandazza.com was registered by me to do PR on my Case. I never demanded money
from Marc Randazza, and I never offered to remove any blog posts for any reason.

As for Calling Marc Randazza's wife a Slut, well that's my opinion based on Exhibit C, from œ rc
Randazza's own Blog, saying he knocked her up on a drunken tryst and so he may as well
m arry her. That was next to a picture of a mixed drink with the subtitle, 'dwhere babies really

come from ''

Plaintiff * rc Randazza Iies to this court in saying that my blogs were pay per clicks in which I
received revenue. Godaddy, the Domain Name registrar had the domain names as pay per
clicks and received any revenue, not me.

hf intention was not to 'smisdirect'' online searches as Plaintiff * rc Randr za suggests, my
intention was to flat out get strong in the search engines and expose Plaintiff * rc Randazza,
share my experience with > rc Randazza and repod on Karc Randazza. Not to take his traffic
and make money from it, this is simply not TRUE.

Defendant Eliot Bernstein received Dom ain Names in receivership in Iieu of a Debt, this is well
documented in the court records of Obsidian V. Cox. Part of those Dom ain Names were Dom ain
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Names connected to blogs that l own. Ownership of a Blog is separate then ownership of a
Domain Name. Defendant Eliot Bernstein is not a Proxy, there was no Cybe/y Scheme and no
attempt to evade seizure of domains. Either way I Iost the ownership of the domain names, this
is coud documented. Plaintiff * rc Randazza is commiqing fraud on the courts in accusing Eliot
Bernstein cf this activity.

œ nica Foster aKa Aex œ lody is a Porn lndustry Insider and an Investigative Blogger. She is
exposing the dirty deed, corruption, and unethical actions within the Porn Industry. Monica Foster
has a sllker named Sean Tomkins whom is protected by James Devoy of Randazza Legal
Group. e nica Foster contacted me Iong ago in order to offer support in my exposing the Porn
Industry. In effort to help Monica Foster protect others, I gave her o rcRandazza.com and
JenniferRandazza.cGm . Plaintiff * rc Randazza threatened œ nica Foster and even posted the
make and mcdel of her car on a Porn lndustry Fsrtam encourage others to harm her, and talking
about her death. Plaintiff Karc Randazza used a Godaddy Insider, as proven by emails to
œ nica Foster, in order to steal or cohearse JenniferRandazza.com from œ nica Foster / A ex
œ lody. Aex o lody was in fear for her Iife as her address and vehicle had been outed publicly
by Plaintiff * rc Randazza so she gave the domain name o rcRandazza.com back to me.
Soon after this Plaintiff œ rc Randazza filed a Domain Dispute Complaint with the CZECH
Courts, and soon after this with W IPO regarding œ rcRandazza.com.

œ nica Foster / Aex m lody's blogs are PornNewsToday.com, œ nicaAtl-lome.com,
Christianpornstar,com , PornW orthW atching.com , e nicaF.com , PernstarHookerAertcom ,
and are hereby included as evidence into this case in their entirety.

These blogs, e bsites in their entiretyare herebyentered into thls case as evidence.

œ nica Foster discusses Porn W iki Leaks, Corruption in the M ult Entertainm ent W orld,
Possible Death of Donny Long, Jeremy Steele, Mike South, œ nwin, L.A Porn Industry, œ asure
B, Porn Industry Stalkers, Fabian Thylmann, A> .com, Michael W hiteacre, Ari Bass, Fraud in
the Porn lndustly Corruption in the Porn lndustly Murders and Suicides in the Porn lndustry,
Diana Duke of the Free Speech Coalition, xxxFilmjobs.com, Mchael Fattorosi, J. m lcolm Devoy
of Randazza Legal Group, Sean Tomkins Harassing Shelley Lubben, Brazzers, and Much œ re.
Plainti' * rc Randazza surrounds it all.

œ nica Fuster / Aex œ lody has written books on the dangers of the Porn lndustry and is a Porn
Industry W histle Blower. œ nica Foster was threatened by * rc Randazzal she was offered
money for o rcRandazza.com and JenniferRandazza.com by Plainti; œ rc Randazz and when
she refused JenneferRandazza.com was stolen out of her Godaddy account by a Godaddy
insider and given to œ rc Randazza.

A some point Monica Foster aKa Aex œ lody was afraid and apparently put
m rcRandazza.com in the name of fellow Investigative Blogger Porn Industry Insider / Porn
Industry W histle Blower Diana Grandmason aKa Desi Fou  who is also Exposing Fraud,
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Corruption, Human Trafficking, Crimes and Unethcial Behavior in the Porn Industry.

Diana Grandmason aKa Desi Fo>'s blogs are Foxxœ diaGroup.com, Americansatanism.com,
PornlnThevalley.com, MomsAgainsto dia.org, Pornpimpingpolitics.com , and are hereby
included as evidence into this case in their entirety.

Diana Grandm ason aKa Desi Foxx reports on O ssive Corruption and Unethical M tivity in the
Porn lndustry, Satanism in the Porn Industry, Religious ''Rites'' in Porn, Copyright Troll M orneys
such as Plaintiff o rc Randazza, Children's Online Privacy Protection and Keeping Porn out of
Reach, and a whole lot m ore exposing the Porn Industry.

Diana Grandmason aKa Desi Foxx reports on Children Being Exploited in the Porn Industry and
in fact reported on Plaintiff * rc Randazza Exploiting Children in an article entitled, ''Copyright
Troll Lawyers - O t Pom Valley and Hollywood Extortionists - Am erica's Justice System
Enables Them to Stalk, Bully and Blackmail YOU! They Aso Enable Sex Trafficking of YOUR
Daughters! I'' wriden in April of 2012, as seen in Exhibit J. This article was also about Human
Trafficking, Blackmail, Bullying, Sex Tra/cking, Hollywood Extortionists, and More.

œ nica Foster / Aex œ lody's of PornNews-roday.com has intemiewed Mewit Technology
Founder Eliot Bernstein, who is also one of the inventors of the M ewit Technology in which the
Porn lndustry uses evel minute of ever day and does this knowingly infringing on the M ewit
Technology. Plainti' o rc Randazza knows that Defendant Crystal Cox and Investigative
Blogger œ nica Foster / Aex œ lody have reported on the Mewit Technology and Plaintiff knows
that his client owe Eliot Bernstein hundreds of Mllions of Dollars, this is why Plaintiff Marc
Randazza has drug œ nica Foster / Aex œ lody into this Iawsuit and another reason why
Plaintiff O rc Randazza want to silence Investigative Repoder / Blogger Crystal L. Cox.

Plaintiff * rc Randazza conspired with Judge o rco Hernandez and Plaintiffs M orney in
Obsidian V. Cox, and Plaintiff * rc Randazza accused me of extortion without Defendant Cox
having due process and rights by law on this accusation. Plaintiff Marc Randazza intederred with
my Filing for a New Trial and is directly responsible for the Judges Commits in the New Trial
Denial of Extodion, when Extortion was no part of the Obsidian V. Cox Court Case. Plaintiff m rc
Randazza used privileged information I gave him against me to sabotage me getting a new trial.

Plaintiff * rc Randazza has conspired with others to harass me, threaten m e, defame me,
intimidate me, endanger my Iife, keep me in a constant state of upheaval and stress and
watching my back, and has violated my constitutional rights for over a year now.

Marc Randazza represents the The o dia Bloggers M sociation (MBA), a United States
m em bership-based, non-padisan voluntary association describing its activity as ''supporting the

development ôf 'blogging' or 'citizen journalism' as a distinct form of media''.'' Yet œ rc
Randr za is suppressing the Free Speech Rights, Constitutional Rights, Civil Rights of one of
the biggest Independent Bloggers, Citizen Journalists on the Internet, whem is involved in the
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biggest First Amendment Case to ever happen to one blngger.

Trade> rk Issues

Regarding Trademark issues, Defendant M orney o rc Randazza uses Marco Randazza as
his Twitter and YouTube User Name, as well as his username on his own blog. Defendant,
M orney œ rc Randazza had no TM posted at his blog regarding the name * rc Randazza as
beign tradem arked and PlainiffM orney œ rc Randazza had no Tradem ark when purchased
Defendant Crystal Cox purchased e rcRandazza.com to use as PR for Defendant Crystal
Cox's highly public First M endment Case.

* rc Randazza has no common law trademark on his website, he had no Trademark when I
purchased the domain names yet seems to have convinced W IPO that he is the rightful owner
and has stolen several domain nam es from m yself and Defendant Eliot Bernstein of iMewit

Technologies.

Marc Randazza had no Iawful Trademark on the nam e Marc Randazza at the tim e Blogger
Crystal Cox purchased Domain Names, nor at the Time iMewit Technology Eliot Bernstein

received Domain Names in Receivership.

If such names are Trademarked then it is the responsibiliN of Godaddy to NOT knowingly take
the money of their clients knowing full well the names will be taken, and that Godaddy will help
the client LOSE the names they paid Gedaddy year after year to renew. Godaddy Sells Domain
Names that are allegedly Trademarked and those who buy the Names from GoDaddy, are then
Liable even though they have no knowledge of a Tradem ark.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza has no common law trademark, and if this court rules that Plaintiff * rc
Randazza has a common Iaw trademark, then this is only in the state of Neveda.

Plaintiff o rc Randazza has no federal trademark regarding the name œ rc Randazza and in
fact uses o rcoRandazza on his blogs, his twitter account, his youtube account and other online
accounts. Plaintiff * rc Randazza has no Iegal right to œ rcRandazza,com nor any of the other
dozens of domain names and blogs that this cotlll has enabled Plaintiff o rc Randazza to seize,
delete, change Iinks, divert traffic and ruin my intellectual property.

œ rc Randazza is NOT a comm on household nam e. * rc Randazza has no Tradem ark.

Because Complainant Marc Randazza has ties to illegal activity, he cannot claim
Iegitimate righ/  to his na>  as a fano us m ark. The doctrine that plaintiff must come into
a court of equitywith 'Bclean hands'' is a reflection of the equitable nature of trademark
Iaw. A plaintiffwho requests the assistance of a coud of equitym ust not hl- elf be guilty

of inequitable conduct.
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Plaintiff Marc Randazza is a High Profile Ouîpoken, W oman Hating Lav r.

Defendant Crystal Cox has evel'y right to make fun of, expose and speak out against Plaintiff
œ rc Randazza. Plainti; œ rc Randazza is a Hp ocrite, a Civil Rights Molating Law er, a
W oman's Rights Molating Lawyer as in the Sandra Fluke Bashing by Marc Randazza in support
of Rush Limbaugh. Plaintiff * rc Randazza is an unethical aqorney who bullies and puts down
his own clients, aII the while making deals NOT in their best interest. Defendant Crystai L. Cox
has every right to blog as much as l want about uarc Randazza in order to warn the Public
About Plaintiff Karc Randazza and hopefully save others from what Plaintiff * rc Randazza has

done to me and to those I receive tips on.

Plaintiff * rc Randazza has no right to suppress my review sites, gripe sites and parody sites.
Plaintiff * rc Randazza has no proof of extortion and has falsely accused Defendant Crystal L.

Cox.

Defendant Crystal L. Cox has never offered œ rc Randazza to buy any domain names at ANY
price, in fact the record, Exhibit A, shows that Marc Randazza offered Defendant Crystal L. Cox
money for o rcRandazza.com and I flatly refused. As did Aex m lody aKa œ nica Foster when
Plaintiff offered her money to buy the domain name. In the case of Aex œ lody aKa Monica
Foster, Porn lndustry W histle Blower, Plaintiff Marc Randazza did not take NO for an answer. He
Stole JenniferRandazza.com out of her Godaddy Account, and when she refused to SELL
o rcRandazza.com he threatened her, and posted her m ake and m odes of car Qn a Porn
Industry Forum and slammed her, and wished her death. A)d encouraged others to sfam, taunt
and harass Aex œ lody aKa œ nica Foster. In fact, Plaintiff O rc Randa za told Aex m lody
about his Godaddy Insider and he tried to get her to conspire against Defendant Crystal Cox, she
refused. Plaintiff * rc Randazza and his friends put Aex m lody aKa œ nica Foster in fear of
her Iife and Iivlihood so she gave o rcRandazza.com back to me. I took it with dignity and
strength and stcod up te Plaintiff * rc Randa za so as to warn others of what he was capable

of and is doing,

ln fact Plaintiff œ rc Randazza, Randazza Legal Group, James Devoy works with Sean Tomkins
who has stalked, threatened and harassed Aex œ lody aKa Monica Foster for years. Aex
œ lody aKa œ nica Foster has reported on this and this js another reason Marc Randazza
wants her silenced as well.

Plaintiff Marc Randr za has been witnessed at several INTA meetings with Peter L. Mchaelson,
who was the Sole W IPO Panelist making the decision in the W IPO Domain Name dispute with
* rc Randazza as the Com plaintant and Eliot Bernstein M ewit Technolegy and Crystal L. Cox

as the Respondent.

Plaintiff e rc Randr za has cronies in the INTA who favor him such o rc Randazza's buddy
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Scott Donahey who Argued that Bad Faith is ''retroactive'' when registering domain names? Just
so that * rc Randazza could win a W IPO M tion for Big Pharma.

Currently Defendant Eliot Bernstein and Defendant Crystal Cox have disputed the W IPO findings
regarding a W IPO decision in which Plaintiff * rc Randazza was involved in, and involved b0th
Defendant Eliot Bernstein and Defendant Crystal Cox. It has been discovered that Sole W IPO
Panelist Peter L. Mchaelson is in massive, undisclosed conflicts of interest with Complainant /
Plainti' œ rc Randazza as with is perpetual INTA o etings together and secret Deals. Sole
W IPO Panelist Peter L. M chaelson is in m assive, undisclosed conflict of intereest with those
involved in stealing the M deo Technology of M ewit Technologies and Inventor Eliot Bernstein,
such as MPEG LA, Proskauer Rose M orney Kenneth Rubenstein, Ex Supreme Coud Judge
Judith Kaye and others involved in stealing the M ewit Technology and suppressing the Patent

Rights of iMewit and of Eliot Bernstein.

Peter L. Mchaelson knows of SEC Complaints, RICO Complaints, USPTO Complaints and
massive Legal M tion over the iMewit Technology. Peter L. M chaelson used W IPO in a way to
silence my blogs reporting on the M ewit Technolœ y Case.

Peter L. Mchaelson refused to sign a conflict of interest disclosure in making his W IPO Decision
and in fact commided defamation and is involved in criminal and civil conspiracy in his public
statement that Respondent Eliot Bernstein M ewit Technology Founder and inventor of the M ewit
Technology and Crp tal L. Cox, Investigative Journalist Reporting on the Mewit story for over 3

years.

W IPO is involved in the M ewit Technology Iegal action with European Patent Ofsce Cases.

Defendant Eliot Bernstein and Defendant Crystal Cnx have had phone calls with the Ofice Of
W IPO Director Francis Gurry and have notified W IPO of this massive Criminal and Civil
Conspiracy.

Defendant Eliot Bernstein and Defendant Crystal Cox will be filing RICO Complaints, Legal
M tion and Criminal Complaints against W IPO and Sole W IPO Panelist Peter L. Mchaelson.

Marc Randazza wants to Silence Blogger Crn tal Cox, and STOP the iviee t STORY from

being Heard.

Corbin Fisher, O nwin, and ALL of œ rc Randazza's clients infringe on the M ewit Mdeo
Technology. This lawsuit is to suppress inform ation regarding this 13 Trillion Dollar technology
and to attem pt to discredit M ewit Founder and one of the M ewit Inventors Eliot Bernstein. A ex
œ lody aKa œ nica Foster interviewed Eliot Bernstein rc arding M ewit and has extensively
reported on the M ewit Store and specifically on the Porn Industry using the Technology, This is
why Plaintiff * rc Randazza is fighting to discredit Alex œ lody aKa œ nica Foster in this Iegal
action.
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1, Defendant Clystal Cox have been an investigative blogger repoding on corruption for years, I
have over a thousand blogs aII connected to the M ewit Technology Story. Plaintiff œ rc
Randazza wants to silence Defendant Eliot Bernstein and Defendant Crystal Cox and there by
silence the 13 Trillion Dollar M ewit Technology Stôry and Iimit the massive Iiability of Plaintifrs
Porn Industry Clients who use use the M ewit Mdeo Technology every minute of every day,
infringing on the technology rights of Mewit Technology, knowingly.

Plaintiff M arc Randazza has Conspired w ith Others to Intimidate, Harass and Defame

Defendant Crotal Cox for nearlya > ar now.

Plaintiff Marc Randazza controls blogs, sites Crystal-cox.com , CrystalcoxBlows.com,

Crystalcoxsucks.com, Crystals-rumblingcox (Tumblingcox) on Twitter, Crystals Tumbling Cox
- YouTube, and more in which harass Defendant Crystal Cox, as seen in Exhibit H.

Plaintis * rc Randazza has conspired with Attorney Kenneth P. W hite of Brown, W hite and
Newhcuse and öwner of Popeldate.com , in order to Paint Blœ ger Defendant Clystal Cox in false
light. Kenneth P. W hite is Captainobvious on You-rube as well and has incited hate against
Defendant Crystal Cox , thereby committing a Hate Crime.

Kenneth P, W hite has allowed friends to interact on his site and to threaten Defendant Crystal
Cox, such as taking out my ''Knee Caps''.

SaltyDroid and others connected to Plaintiff * rc Randr za, constantly connect me with Julian
Assange as seen in Exhibit H. They are trying to intimidate me, to protect Big œ dia's œ nopoly
on Free Speech.

Plaintiff Conspires with Jordon Rushie of Philly Law Blog, Kashmir Hill of Forbes, Kenneth P.
W hite of PopeHat.com ' and m any others to accuse Defendant Crystal Cox of the Crime of

Extortion in various media organizations, as the judge in this case called it. Yet, Defendant
Crystal Cox has had no trial for the Crime of Extortion, no due process, no crim inal com plaint
has been filed, and no conviction every issues regarding Defendant Crysll Cox and the crime of
extortion. Yet they a1I defame Defendant Crystal Cox knowingly and with actual malice as they
repeat over and over that Defendant Crystal Cox is guilty of Extortion and is an Extortionist.

Plaintiff conspired with Attorney David Rnan in false accusations against Defendant Clstal Cox
in the New York Times.

These M orneys created an alternate Universe that made me to Look Iike and Extortionist when
there was no extortion.
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My blogs were to fight back, and have now been shut down and redirected in mass, as Godaddy
has already gave them to Plaintiff m rc Randazza. Sewers have been changed, damage has
been done to Defendant Clstal Cox and without Due Process allowed to Defendant Crystal
Cox.

l have every right to have a Search Engine Reputation m nagement Business
. I have never

extorted anyone. hlarc Randazza and his gang of haters, attorney bloggers, and Big O dia
Connections have painted me in false Iight, defamed m e, harassed men and aII to m ake me Iook
''bad'' because l am the test case for Big o dia to lose their stronghold

, their e nopoly on Free
Speech and the Iaws that protect them that seem to not apply to aII citkens of the United States

,

even though there is no license required to be considered a journalist.

M  Shown in Exhibit % these Attorneys Steal Domain Names and Use Unethical means as seen
in this comment on a Crystal Cox Bashing Mdeo on YouTube by Captainobvious aKa Kenneth
P. W hite.

Hate Mdeos by Captain Obvious Says:

''captaip obvious 2 weeks aco

Eeryone who is a ûctim of Cox needs to know they can win against her
. Do NOT make the following

mistakes (1) seeking a multi-member panel - that is a typical Iarge 1111r1 response to an idea (2) going after
trademark rights (3) don't treat the arbitmtion Iike a complaint that can be amended or augmented with
discoery - treat it like an afbitration.''

Defendant Crystal Cox Demanded an Impartial 3 Panel Member at W IPO
I Instead I got one Panelist Peter

L. Michaelson, INTA friend of Mafc Randazza who is in serious conlict with the iviewit Technology the; of
which Defenuant Cfyslal Cox has written on for years. Niewit was founder by Eliot Bemstein, These
attomeys ganged tlp on me to discredit me and steal my intellectual propedy and kolate my Free Speech
Rights. 1 don't ha* ''kctims'', I am an lnestigatiœ Journalist / Blogger. I research documents, watch ûdeos,
interùew insiders, get constant tips, take phone calls and I write stories on indikduals and companies. They
are story content, people I repod on, NOT VICTIMS, I ha< neer asked for money to remoe information nor
ha*  I e* r taken m oney to remoœ  inform ation.

1, CY II L. Cox, in my Pro Se Capacity, Object to this Court having Jurisdiction over my
Intellectual Property, and turning it over to Plaintiff Marc Randazza who has already
wlped out rny Iinks, rny online content, and my rights.

Hypocrite M orney Marc J. Randazza took all my Free Speech Rights
, rny Content Rights,

my lntellectual Property Rights, Thousands of Blog Posts Redirected to His One Blog
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Post Defaming, Harassing and Threatening Defendant Cro tal Cox.

Plaintis Marc Randazza posted Iies on his blog about Summit Bankruptcy / Obsidian Finance Group
W histle Blower and refused to Iet her comment and defend these Iies. Plaintis Marc Flandazza has
hamssed, defamed, intimidated and threatened this mother of 3. As Show in Exhibit I

Marc Randazza Continually Harasses and attempt to intimidate Defendant CY tal Cox

M orney Plaintiff o rc Randazza continues harass, intimidate and threaten Defendant Crystal
Cox to stop my Ninth Circuit appeal and set precedence to steal Defendant Crystal Cox's Blogs
exposing the M ewit Technology Story. The Obsidian V. Cox appeal is the biggest independent
blogger case to test the courts regarding bloggers being treated equally under the 1aw as
traditional journalist and blogs being media and the laws which apply.

Defendant Cox is an O nline Media, SEO Expert

I have been marketing online extensively for over 10 years. I have owned my own real estate
company since 2000. I have written books, owned a publishing company, owned and operated a
Forestry Business, owned and operated a restaurant, developed housing and Iand
developments, ran over a thousand blogs and sold nutritional supplem ents.

Starting in 2005 I bc an investing in the real estate of the Internet, Domain Names. X this time I
attended Traffic W est and other Trade Show of the Domain Name lndustry. I Iearned about the
Domain Name Industry extensively and about Domain M ermarkets, Domain Auctions,
Domainers in General and the issues surrounding.

I buy domain names with keywords in the domain name that is based on the story I am writing
about, this is industry expert ways to get strong in the search engines. This has never been to
extort any person, official, or com pany.

I have subscribed to Planet Oceans Search Engine News since 2005. This is a highly indepth
search engine news, and described years ago about the process of getting the best keyword
rich domain name possible for what you are trying to get found in the search engines, often tim e
that includes the nam es of those involved in the story I am reporting on. This yearly Search
Engine News report also discussed many other techniques in which I have used for over seven

years.

Aso starting around 2005 l read the book what would google do, and it talked about googling your
company sucks, and that this was a way to beat your competition by protecting your company
name and more on that topic. I have read massive books on search engine optimization and
m arketing. l have also Read documents, took online courses, watched m assive videos and they
all talk about getting the best keywords in your Dom ain Name regarding what your trying to get

found in the search engines.
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This is why I bought domain names with the name of my subject matter. I never bought a
Domain Na>  to extort anyone, EW R.

I am a o dia Defendant in this case and m y blogs regarding * rc Randazza are presently to
expose the unethical activity of o rc Randazza and those at Randazza Legal Group participating
in Stalking Rings, Blogger Rings attacking those in the Porn Industl, and to expose the
unethical, illegal activity going on in the Porn lndustly œ rc Randazza is a high prosle Porn
Industry Attorney. h5 my blK s got on top of the search engines I began to get tips from Porn
Industl Insiders, those inside the Copyright Cases œ rc Randazza was involved with, those
whom had dealing personally with * rc Randazza and those who had information or tips
re arding œ rc Randazza or those at Randazza Legal Group.

I also received tips on The Court Case United States vs Hemmer, 729 F.2d 10, implicating how
* rc Randazza got out of this and mafia connections to this Case.

I Received Tips on Plaintiff * rc Randazza and inside connections with Scott Donahey, Tom
Halket and others in the INTA which favored Randazza and helped him to win W IPO and
Tradem ark Disputs,

I Received Tips on Plaintiff * rc Randazza connected to a ring of bloggers who were attorneys
that intimidate, threaten, harass and set up those in the Porn Industry who threaten to blow the
whistle on them ,

I Received Tips on Plainti; * rc Randazza's connections to PornW iki-l-eaks, Sean R m kins,
m nwin, Corbin Fisher Cases, Porn Industry M orney Mchael Fattorosi, J. o lcolm Devoy, the

Free Speech Coalition, Ni Bass (aka Mchael Whëeacre), Big œ dia Connections, NPR
Connections, Inform ation regarding playing both sides of Iegal case and m uch more.

I am an investigative journalist, blogger and have been for over 7 years. I used these blœ s to
expose, report on Plaintiff * rc Randr za and issues surrounding him that are of o jor Public
Concern. Now, Godaddy has given Randazza aII my domain names and aII those Iinks are now
dead, content gone, and permanent damage done to my M ti-corruption, W histle Blower œ dia
Blog Network.

The blogs l had were regarding o rc Randazza in a way to warn others what could happen to
them, to expose what has happened surrounding the Iegal cases * rc Randazza is involved
with, to share my Experience with M orney Marc Randazza, to be Gripe Sites, to be a Parody
and to make fun of * rc Randazza. Defendant Crystal Cox's blogs are not, nor have ever been
to solicit money from œ rc Randazza nor any of his attorney buddies, allies, or lynch mob
friends. I have never asked œ rc Randazza for money to remove any blog posting, nor would I
EW R. I am dedicated to exposing * rc Randazza, Posting Facts, Documents and Information
to the best of my abiliN in effort to warn others of what can and does happen.
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Defendant Crystzl Cox's, * rc Randazza blogs are also about getting strong in the Search
Engines so that those with information on the Legal Cases, Porn Companies, Human
Trafficking, Copyright Trolls, Issues Surrounding œ rc Randr za and môre can fnd me and
email me tips and information so that I can write more inkestigative repcding on those important

issues.

Defendant Clstal Cox's, Blogs currently discuss issues such as Plaintiff œ rc Randazza
defending Rush Limbaugh and fighting directly against women's rights in his rant against Sandra
Fluke, this was big in the media at the time my * rc Randazza blogs staded. * rc Randazza
claimed that it was un-Nnerican to Silence Rush Limbaugh, while at the same time doing
everything he cculd to silence an lnvestigative Blogger who was once his client, from speaking

out against him .

Defendant Crystal Cox currently make a Iiving m arketing and Selling Nutritional Supplements for
Good Life International, Defendant Crystal Cox does not make a Iiving with Search Engine
Reputation m nagement, lt is a skill IDefendant Crystal Cox am very good at and would Iove to
have an inccme from such, however l don't make a living this wav. l have never, ever pcsted
information and asked anyone for money to remove such information.

The intention of Defendant Crystal Cox's M ti-corruption Investigative Bl()g Network was and is
to expose corruption, and to use Defendant Crystal Cox's investigative blngging skills to get on
top of the search engines with my news, research, commentary, tips, videos and more. That is
the point of internet marketing and new media, Part of this is buying a keyword rich domain name
and having many blogs. In the case of Plainti# Marc Randazza. l would have stopped at a few
blogs. However Plaintiff o rc Randazza is a powerfully connected attorney. Rand<azza has lots
of friends in the tech industry, at Google, at W ord Press, at Godaddy and tons of attorney
bloggers who post whatever he says is true regardless of any facts or documents. * rc
Randazza got my blogs shut down by using inside connections to Chill Free Speech, so I staded
new ones. The more he got shut down, the more his attorney friends attacked me and
threatened me on their blogs and forums, the more blogs I started to ensure that the facts, the
emails the documented proof of my side of the story got found.

Mythen M orney Marc J. Randazza told rre that I should NOT Appeal Obsidian V. Cox to
the Ninth Circuit as this was in the best interest to Lobbyfor Shield 1..a- .

* rc Randr za encouraged me not to Appeal Obsidian Finance Group Vs. Crystal Cox, he said
I had m ade a m ess of the case and if I went to the Ninth it would make a mess for the rest of

''us''. M  it stood, my dlmess'' was only in a Iower coull and only hurt me, ''the Clienf'. If 1 appeal it
could set a precedence that was bad for the Pôrn lndustry, and others affected by Free Speech
Legal Cases. This was not in the ''Clienf', my best interest, but instead in the best interest of his

other well funded Clients.
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M orney œ rc Randazza acted as if he would represent me in an appeal, while encouraging me
not to appeal and al1 the while Ietting the appeal filing date clock run ôut. M erney Marc
Randazza who wanted to represent me in my Appeal, convinced me it was best not to appeal
the 2.5 M llion Judgement as this would then be used to Iobby for new laws and be better for
more people, namely his Porn Industry Clients.

Marc Randazza had represented Eiland - Hall in Beck v. Eiland-Hall over the domain name
GlenBeckRaG dM dMurderedaYoungGirllnfggo.com, l read that case and aIl the reasons
why œ rc Randazza professed that Eiland - Hall had a right to that domain name. Yet after I
emailed * rc Randazza on having the domain name, in which I had done nothing with, he got
angry. Randazza said I had no right to it even though he prevailed in Beck v, Eiland-Hall and
other sim ilar domain disputes. * rc Randazza demanded l give him the name. l said no.
Randazza offered to buy the domain and 1 said 1 did not want to sell it. * rc Randazza then
threatened that I would m ake him an enemy and did I really want that?

On December 10th, 201 1, one of my investigative repoders / bloggers, Mchael Spreadbury
conlcted M orney Marc Randazza as he was in the news over the TSA Issues. As shown in
Exhibit A, M chael Spreadbury set up a phone meeting, a conference call with M orney œ rc
Randazza in regard to M orney * rc Randazza representing me, Defendant Crystal Cox in my
Obsidian Finance Group V Cöx Appeal to the Ninth Circuit. (Oregon Civil No. CV 11*057
HQ On this first call Marc Randarm asked for aII myfiles, of which I emailed him and is
confirmed in Exhibit A. Also on this call Marc Randa= n told me that he had received a call

from Porn Industry Big W igs and they asked M orney o rc Randazza what he was going to
do about Cwstal Cox. M orney O rc Randazza, convinced me on this call that & pealing to the
Ninth was not in the best interest of my case or of others affected by my precedent. M orney

* rc Randazza told me that my case may be best used to lobby for new Iaws just how it stands,
specifically a Federal Shield Law, Ald this would mean, me,not going to the Ninth Circuit & peal
Coud. This call was witnessed %9 two individuals.

I discussed my strategy and plan for my case with œ rc Randazza on this First Call, Phone

œ eting.

On this First Call with œ rc Randazza, he told me that whatever happens he W ILL NOT hurt the
First Amendm ent. Yet this court shutting down thousands of blog posts, and years worth of work
and stealing my domain names, redirecting my blogs and flat out Iying about me in order to
silence me, is a Direct M ack cn the First Amendment Rights of Al.

Currently Godaddy, has given o rc Randazza a Iarge amount of my domain names, based on a
court order that says a Pending TRO pending On a Hearing. These domain names released to
defendant, illegally have unlinked thousands of links to my intellectual propedy, and alI without my
due process. The content on those posts is dropped forever, due to this illegal action of
Godaddy. As the domain names were to be Iocked pending a hearing, pending a trial, pending
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due process. Instead Godaddy released the domain names and allowed the Plaintiff to changed
the servers thereby unlinking a years worth of Iinks dozens of blogs and thousands of posts.
This is unlawful, unconstitutional and this court should make * rc Randazza pay Defendant /
Counter Plainti: Crystal Cox 7 Mlliôn Dollars. I have a right to price my intellectual propel  as
what I would value it at.

Aso on this first call between Defendant Crystal Cox and Plaintis o rc Randazza, he told me
that he used to represent Big œ dia, and that they did not want him to go for the broader
Free Speech precedence, so he quit working for them and instead works for Bloggers and the
Porn Industry. He said that Big M edia told him that they nuke more money on a

M ONOPO LY of Free Speech.

Now, Hypocrite M orney, Plaintiff * rc Randazza is suppressing my Free Speech Rights and
supporting Big * ia in trying to STOP my Appeal to the Ninth. Foc if l win my & peal then ''Big
A ia'' Ioses their Monopoly on Free Speech and Ioses their century oId stronghold as œ dia

manipulating a society and protected to do so by special Iaws and protective rights just for this
established ''Y ia'' and Journalists associated with this ''œ dia''. M d rights in which citizen

journalists and citizens over alI do not have.

Plainti; * rc Randazza now seems to be working with Big * ia to STOP my Appeall to
Defame and Discredit me, in order to STOP this One Blogger from Setting a o ssive
Precedence in which ONCE AND FOR aII ENDS the Monopoly of Free Bpeech in which Big

Media Currently Has.

Plaintiff œ rc Randazza has worked with others to silence me, threaten me, intimidate me for
nearly a year now. AI to STOP me from going to the Ninth Circuit and to SUPPRESS the M ewit

Technology Stoly

On my First Call with o rc Randazza he said there was no higher court decision that
distinguished bloggers from journalist or supported the journalfstic rights of bloggers. My case
will do this one way or the others, and * rc Randazza claims to be an Intellectual Property
Expert, a Domain Law Expert a First Rnendment M vocatep yet Plaintis has used evel'y means
necessary to destroy my intellectual properY defame me, harass me, bully me, suppress my
free speech rights, deny me due process and 1, Defendant Clstal Cox have every right to
expose, parody, review this hypocritical behavior.

It is my Iegal, civil, constitutional right. Of which this coud has already denied, BEFORE my
answer deadline has passed. My blogs have been STOPPED flat in the search, thousands of
Iinks redirected to Marc Randazza by Domain Names turned over to Plaintiff and servers NOT
LOCKED but redirect to a * rc Randazza Blog Post exercising his Free Speech Rights and
hating me, defaming me, discriminating against me.
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M er this December 10th, 2011 phone 0 11, 1, Investigative Blogger Cro tal Cox bought
MarcRandazza.com, as this was the best keyword rich available domain name out there at that
time in order to discuss my appeal and the Iawyer who was to represent me.

In the days that followed I had spoke with UCI..A Professor of Law Eugene Volokh, and he
eypressed interest in taking m y case as well, entirely for Free. o rc Randazza had wanted me
to pay him at Ieast $5000 to start, though he called it Pro Bono.

M this time, and unknown to me o rc Randazza was negotiating a deal, with David S. Aman,
Tonkon Torp M orney for the Plainti' in m y Case. The term s of this deal have never been made
available to me, lt seem s that it was a deal to m ake the case go away, to change the perimeters
of the verdict and to stop the Ninth Court appeal, * rc Randazza, was working as my attorney in
this negotiation, and at that time telling other attorneys in the First R nendment Bar that he,
indeed would be representing me in this matter. I now believe this was to sabotage my appeal
and protect Big o dia.

Marc Randa za emailed me on December 14th 2011, and told me that he would represent m e.
Even though * rc Randazza had already been acting as my attorney, studying m y docum ents,
and talking a deal with Opposing Counsel.

œ rc Randazza, at this tim e, was telling attorneys in the First Am endment Bar that he
represented me and that he was talking a deal, thereby the case may not go to the Ninth.
Eugene Volokh, UCLA Professor of Law called m e and told m e that he had spoke with m rc
Randazza, and it seem ed that o rc Randazza Spoke of this deal he was making, as my
attorney with Opposing Counsel. Though Randazza had not talked of a deal with me, nor any
proposed term s of a deal. Eugene Volokh said that * rc Randazza was a fine choice and that I
should Iet him know if I needed anything, and that he would be talking with œ rc Randazza
throughout the case as needed to be of any assistance.

O rc Randazza treating m e with such disrespect, negotiating a deal without my knowledge and
interfering with the outcome of my case without m y input Ieft me feeling that my attorney had
betrayed my confidence and had actually hurt m y case. Marc Randazza had silenced m eI
though I was Pro Se for over a year and knew my own case better than anyone. m rc Randazza
had disrespected m e and it seems gave m e m assively bad advice in steering m e away from
appealing to the Ninth in order to benefit those in the Por'n Industry / Free Speech N ena who he
represented and was his biggest, Iong term pay check. I realized o rc Randazza was out to use
me to help set a precedence or to not set a precedence, in order that his own clients would
benest from the ruling or the changes in how the ruling went in, as a m atter of law.

M er this, it was more than obvious to me that Marc Randazza should not be my M orney. I
emailed * rc Randr za and copied M orney Eugene Volokh and in this em ail, as Exhibit A
shows, told Marc Randazza how I felt, and sred * rc Randazza as acting as m y M orney in any
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way. I stated that I would only move forward with Eugene Volokh as my M orney. œ rc
Randazza was upset but tried to save face with his peers so he acted as if aII was well, and
even apolngized for his behavior.

@ prox. one month later, believing that œ rc Randazza really was ok with me tking him. M d
after our original call of me discussing what I do and the extodion allc ations and how they were
not true. And on this first call discussing that he did not believe what I did was extortion and that
he understôod my m arketing methods. I felt safe in emailing him and asking him for a marketing

job. I had nôt dône anything with the domain name KarcRandrza.com. Even though l felt he
had betrayed me, I had a new attorney I was happy with and so I did not expose o rc Randazza
for what he had done that I felt was unethical as his client,

I emailed m rc Randa za and asked him if his Iaw firm , himself or anyone he knew could use
m y m arketing skills as I needed to make some m oney. As seen in Exhibit A I told him that I had
bought m rcRandazza.com when I thought he was to represent me, in order to do my own PR
for my case,

Marc Randazza responded to this ee il, very aggressively. Plaintiff Randazza demanded that I
turn over the domain name imm ediately and told me I had no right to register a domain name
that resembled his name. It was certainly assumed that o rc Randazza did not want that name,
as over the priôr ten years he had not registered the domain name and had went by
M arcoRandazza in his Twitter M count, Youl-ube M count and his usernam e on his own blog.

* rc Randazza has Ietterhead at one time that stated he was a domain name Iawyer. Randazza
has been touted as a dom ain name expert, domain nam e attorney and a friend to dom ainers.

M er this dialogue, Marc Randazza had to find another way to sabotage Obsidian V. Cox and the
Ninth Circuit Appeal, as well as to discredit Defendant Crystal Cox's blogs exposing the biggest
technology crim e in the world, M iewit. So Plaintiff o rc Randazza contacted the Plaintifrs

attorney in Obsidian V.cox (opposing counsel to pro se Crystal Cox in Obsidian V. Cox) and
made a deal to be subpoenaed in my case and testify to set me up for extoftion of which never
happened. I was Pro Se in that o tter and so l responded to the Iegal documents by slting that I
wanted to attend the deposition and that I wanted to cross examine * rc Randazza. Exhibit B is
a court document I filed and sent to * rc Randazza in my Pro Se Capacil discussing the
questions that I would be asking at the deposition. * rc Randazza never attended the
deposition and no official reason was given.

I had, at that point, filed a motion for a new trial and was headed toward the appeal process for
Obsidian V Cox. m rc Randazza was talking to Opposing Counsel and to Judge m rco
Hernandez who was deciding on m atters in m y case. m rc Randc za had privilK ed inform ation
and strategy information and used this against m e. A so * rc Randazza was flat out Iying about
me, defaming m e and conspiring to set me up for extortion.
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So I then used œ rcRandazza.com to expose what œ rc Randazza was doing and to get strong
in the search engines as quick as possible to get my story with documented facts heard, before
* rc Randazza conspired to make his Iies about me stand as the truth in the Ic al arena and
public opinion. His revenge amped up, so I bought more related domain names to slrt more
blogs and expcse his hypocrisy and to warn other potential clients of what he had done to me. A
this time œ rc Randazza conspired with W ordpress, Gcogle Insiders, Godaddy Insiders and
more to get my blœ s shut down, to make them Iook as spam or flat out have them deleted. So I
started more and more to flght back in the search engines and make sure that my documented
facts of the matter were in public view to protect my reputation, my case, my future and my

quality of Iife.

1, defendant Crystal Cox did not buy any domain names, n5r start any blog to intimidate a
witness into not testifying. ln fact, the record shows that l stated I wanted to go to Podland to
Plaintiff * rc Randazza's Deposition and question him myself. m rc Randazza was
Subpoenaed in Obsidian V. Cox, after the Trial. I am Pro Se in this m atter and received copies of

the o rc Randazza Subpoena.

In order to Sabotage Defendant Crystal Cox's Ninth Circuit & peal and Suppress Defendant
Crystal Cox's investigative blogs exposing those involved in stealing the M ewit Technology,
Plaintiff O rc Randazza contacted, David Aman, Tonkon Torp Attorney in Podland who is the
attorney for Opposing counsel and Marc Randazza told David Anan to have him deposed and
he would testify to me extorting him. It seems that David Rnan then agreed if o rc Randazza
would testify against me, Pro Se Defendant Crystal Cox, that Opposing Counsel David Nnan
would see that * rc Randazza would get ownership of o rcRandazza,com, which I owned as
of December 10th 2011 the day I had a phone meeting and * rc Randazza was to represent me
in my Obsidian V. Cox Appeal to the Ninth Circuit, or so I thought.

Once 1, defendant Clstal Cox received word of * rc Randazza being Subpoenaed, 1, in my Pro
Se Capacity emailed m rc Randazza and the Courts a e tion to put into the record regarding
the questions that 1 intended to ask Marc Randazza in the Deposition. M er œ rc Randazza saw
this document, this list of questions, he som ehow cancelled his Podland Oregon deposition in
the Obsidian V. Cox œ tter. I am not sure how m rc Randazza got out of this Deposition, as he
was served. I was never told how œ rc Randazza ended up not going to this Deposition. lt is my
belief that m rc Randazza cancelled because he did not want questioned by m e, his former

client, under oath.

I have, to this day not been notified of the ''Official'' reason why œ rc Randazza did not attend
that deposition, even though l am Pro Se in the o tter, and have evel Ic al right to that
inform ation.

See the Exhibit B for the exact words of the deposition questions l served on Marc Randazza
and in which he refused to answer and to show up for this deposition.
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Soon after the Depôsition that * rc Randazza failed to show up to, m rc Randazza
recommended a Las Vegas ''Receiver'' to help Opposing Counsel David Aman to take Domain
Names so that * rc Randazza could get a hold of MarcRandazza.com and seek revenge ôn
me. This is in the Obsidian V. Cox court docket as Motion for Receivership, the Receiver that
Randr za recommended to David Aman, Opposing Counsel W as Lara Pearson who * rc
Randazza had used in Receivership issues regarding Righthaven. Attorney Lara Pearson of the
Rimon Law Group was the court-appointed receiver in that case. * rc Randazza connected her
with the Plaintifl Opposing Counsel David Aman in erder to seek revenge on a former client, me,
Crystal Cox.

1, defendant Clstal Cox Fired o rc Randazza, and he continued to use privileged information
against me and work with the Plaintiff in Obsidian Vs. Cox in order to pressure me to STOP my
appeal to the Ninth Circuit.

1, Defendant Crystal Cox Iater found out that it was NOT in my best interest nor the best interest
of bloggers, citizen journalists and aII citizens. œ rc Randazza was trying to deceive me,
pressure me to not appeal Obsidian V. Cox.

Turns out œ rc Randazza did not want to represent me in an Appeal, but instead wanted to cut a
deal with the Plaintiffwithout m y knowledge so that the case would never go to the Ninth.
Attorney o rc Randazza told UCLA Professor M orney Eugene Volokh that he represented me
regarding an N peal and therefore backed off Eugene Volokh from taking the case. I found out
and Iet Eugene Volokh know that I sred œ rc Randazza and did want Eugene to Represent me.

1, Defendant Clstal Cox now believe that œ rc Randazza was sent in to sabotage rw & peal
so that his clients such as o nwin, Corbin Fisher and other Porn Industry Giants, would not be
a#ected by Icxgal case setting a First Amendment Precedence for them . W hen it failed to
represent me, as he negotiated without my consent talked down to me and mistreated me and
was therefore FIRED by œ , then * rc Randazza

l found out that Plaintiff m rc Randazza was negotiating a deal with Plaintis Kevin D. Padrick of
Obsidian Finance Group and his attorney David Aman, through UCLA Professor, Attorney
Eugene Volokh who is now representing me cn my Ninth Circuit Appeal of Obsidian V Cox.
Once I found Out, I Fired * rc Randazza Immediately as Email Records Show. (Exhibit A)

1, Pro Se Defendant Crp tal Cox request this court print aII listed blogs, websites as
evidence in this case. Plainti' o rc Randazza, in Criminal and Civil Conspire with this court,
Godaddy and a Ring of Bloggers, M orneys, and Journalists, have removed a mass amount of
my investigative blogs regarding the M ewit Technology Story and the involved of Plaintiff œ rc
Randazza. 1, Pro Se Defendant Cfystal Cox request this court print alI pages of aII blogs Iisted
and file with this case as exhibits in order to preserve evidence, the record and safeguard the

public at Iarge.
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Due to this courl acting to remove these evidentiary blogs and allowing Plaintiff œ rc Randazza
to change the content. AI links to blogs contained herein are fully incorporated by reference to
the URL with all Iinks and evidence within the main url. Each URL and aII sublinks within each
URL m ust be fully printed as well.

List of Blogs, Sites to be Printed by this Court and enter in as Evidence in their Entirety.

www.crystalcoxcom

hop:/- .leonsim son.blogspot.com/

ethicscom plaintcom , ethicscom plaint.blogspot.com

hdpr/- .bankruptcycomuption.com/, hopr/*ankruptcycorruptionblog.blogspot.com /

hop:/- .judgemarcohernandez.com/

httpr//www.obsidianvcox.com/

http://w ww -crvstalcoxcaa -com ?

hdo://www.obidiansnanceR ckmcom/

hdn://obidiansnancesuckabloae otwcom/

htto://w ww -kevinoadrick.com /

hûo://wwwgob-lecNontofeeccom!

hûD://kevinoadrickobsidianGnance-bloao ot.com/

h/n://wwwgoatriciawhidinoton.com!

hkn://www.leonimK n.bloaK ot-com/

htlp://www .Gevenhedbera.com/

hop://obsidianNnancesucks.blogspot.com/

www.W histleblowerœ dia,com

hQp:/- .obsidianNnancesucks.com/
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httpr/> .daldcarrsucks.com/

http:/O .iviewit.k/

hop://pornnewstoday.com/pnv

http://fon mediagroup.com/

http:/> .stevedowling.com/

http://www.deniedpatentcom/

hdp:/> .stevenhedberg.blogspot.com/

http://www.stevenhedberg.com/

hop:/Y .summitlo3lbkjustice.com/

hoo:/- .obsidianhnancesucks.com /

hop://obsidiansucks.blogspot.com/

hop:/Y .defamationdefense.com/

http://www.allenfagin.com/

hqp:/e .anticorruptionm edia.com/

hop:/> .investigaNveblogger.com/

hqp:/hnvestigativeblogger.blogspot.com/

hqpr/- .indust> histleblower.com/

hqp://industl-whistleblower.blogspot.com/

hqp://ham iltonm ontananews.blogspot.com/

hqp:/> .eurekamontananews.com /

hopr//eurekamontananews.blc spot.com/

httpr//www.kaigroenke.com/
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hqp:/e .eurekamonl nanews.com/

hqp:/iibbym ontananews.blogspot.com/

http://www.allenfagin.com /

httpr//wwwjosephleccese.com/

http://www.greggmashberg.com/

hop:/> .eo osekennethwhite.com /

hdpr/> .brownwhitenewhousesucks.com /

http://www.proskauerfraud.com/

httD://www.proskauersucks.com/

hop:/- .proskauemosesucks.com/

hqp://judgerobinclute.blogspot.com/

http:/- .berniecassidy.com/

hop://m ontanacorrupNon.blogspot.com/

httpr//www.tedlympus.com/

http://www.daddysworm .com/

http://www.alexisdevane.com/

http://www.alanpineschi.com /

hop://www.davidcarrsucks.com/

hdp://tonkontorp.blogspot.com/

hop:/e .aoorneycorruption.com /

httpr//www.crystalcoxm edia,com/
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httpr//www.crystalcoxnews.com/

hqp://c% talcor ews.blogspot.com/

http://wwwpcrp talcoxtv/

http://www.crystmlcox.net/

httpr//www.griznews.com /

hqp://www.northwesttribune.com/

h:o:/> .oa*iciawhitinoton.blocsoot.com/

hdp:/> .millernashsucks.ble spot,com/

hop:/- .millernashsucks.com/

h:p://paciicorpsucks.blK spot.com/

http://www.blackcapprojectcom/

hqp:/e .obsidianrenewablessucks.com/

httpr//www.m ichealdunn.com/

http://www.bloggersrights.com/

hqp:/e .federalshieldlaw.com/

httpt/> .philipfalcone.com/

httl//www.beneliason.com /

www.summitlo3lbkjustice.com

h* :/O acriminalendange% ent.com/

hRp://unconstituticnalaoorney.blogspot.com /

hqp://www.franklincable.com/

http://www.seangarnet com/

. -  

--
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http://www.dtoddgregorhcom /

hop://kevinpadrickobsidianfnance.blœ spot.com/

hdp://paciscorpsuce .blœ spot.com/

hdp://obsidianrenewablessucks.blogspot.com/

hdn://adorne> iolate myleaalriahts.blcasnot.com/

htto://doualaschev.bloasDot.com/

httn://www,scottsherccom/

httni//wwc toddouttenvcom/

htt D://- .iù ewit.tW

httD://iùewit.tWwordoress/

http://www.deniedpatent.com/

htto://intelcoruDtion.blx soot.com/

httot//www.eliotbemstein.com/

htto://www.alexisdeœ ne.com/
W as Kenneth Rubenstein.com, Alexis De* ne is with MPEG t.A, they pooled the iviewit Technology
illegally within other patents.

htto://www.allenfaain.com/
Allen Fagin Proskauer Rose

htto://www.ioseDhleccese.com/
Joseph Leccese Proskauer Rose Law Firm

htto://www.creanm ashbera.com/
Gr% g Mashberg Proskauer Rose

httnz//'lomelabar.œa.blx sx t.com/
Formerly Jorgel-abarga.com

htto://ravmond'loao.bloasDot.com/
Formerly Ramond Joao.com

. . . .4
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http://ste* ncbecker.blx soot.com/
Formerly Steencbecker.com

htto://www.toddoutten,com/

httor//intelcorYotion.blx soot.com/
Formerly Brucesewell-com '

htto://mawshaoiro.blocsnot.com/
Formerly Maryshapiro.net

htto://www.folev-lardnencom/

htto:/e .areenberatraudasucks.com/

htto://www.oroskauedawjrm.com/

httor//rovreardon.bloasx t.com/
Formerly RoyReardon.com

htto://www.steedowlina.com/

httor//www.wimsweldens.com/

httD://www.cubeantenna.com/

htto:/e .m assie shareholdefaud.com/

htto:/e .seconddenadment.com/

httor//www.petersie re.com/

httD://chNstoDherce - ler.blonsoot.com/
Formerly Christopherovheeleccom

htto://www.teresarea.com/

httor//adiem inson.blœ soot.com/
Formerly ArtiM inson.com

httn://www.robinDaintencom/ '

htto://www.ieffmarwil.com/

htto://www,iamesoelzencom/
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htto://leslie- ndeoon.bloasoot.com/
Formerly LeslieBanderson.com

httor//ritaadler.blx sDot.com/
Formerly RitM dleccom

htto://www.Daulcrottv.com/

htto://ma-'lunck.bloasDot.com/
Formerly maryjunck.com

htto://www.qreue on.com/

httD://- .leeentem risessucks.com/

httr://www.marvnewill.com/

htto://www.ohiliofalcone.com/
Philip Falcone Lightsquared

htto://www,saniiœ huia.com/

httD://www.msssoectrum .com/

htto://www.ohilliohumm.com/

htto://kenboehm.blousoot.com/
Formerly KenBoem .com

htto://www.neten'enson.com/

htto://www. iefevcadisle.com/

htto://www.daùdmaura.com/

htto://www.omarasali,com/

httor//fredfesta.blousoot.com/
Formedy Fred Festa .com

httn://www.perrvbackus.com/

htto:/e .nansuroddv.com/

httor//www.ceoraecorn.com/
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httDr//www.robinclute.com/

htto://- .berniecassidv.com/

htto://www.robvbowe.com/

htto://- .Nchadchimbera.com/

htto://- .thomassioblom.com/

htto://- .seunachona.com/

httor//- .ronaldmeisburn.com/

httD://matth- riaascom.bloasx t.com/

htto://mackicchner.bloasoot.com/
Formedy Marc Kirschnencom

httrt//www.huahroit.com/

htto://'lohnstankevbloa.bloasoot.com/
Formerly Johnstankey.com

Formerly www.randvwhitestone.com/
httD://randve itestone.bloasDot.com/

httor//la> stdcklina.bloasoot.com/
Formerly 1-arry Strickling.com

httol//cascadiaoroiect.blx sx t.com/

httnI//- .obsidianrenewablessucks.com/

htto://www.keinoadrick.com/

httn://- .obiectiontoges.com/

htto://- .ob'lectiontoges.com/

htto://- .c t:ciawhittinaton.com/

htto://- ,sussmanshanksucks.com/

httor//- .m illemashsucks.com/
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htto://tonkontom.bloasoot.com/
Formerly TonkonTorpsucks,com

httDr//ceocvdaks.bloasoot.com/
Formedy CeoRayDaks.com

htto://wwvwiimdieael.com/

htto:/e .anniebuell.com/

httor//www.steœ nhedbera.com/

hqp:/ryingtrolllegalgroupsucks.blogspot.com/

hop://unethicalscumaqorney.blogspot.com /

h* E/M histleblowermedia.blogspot.com/

hop:/> .proofofcorruption.com /

httpr//wwwjosephstilwell.com/

hop://seniornewsh.blogspot.com/

hop:/- .realestateindust> histleblower.com /

h* :/#ederalricolawsuit.blogspot.com/

hop://millernash,blogspot.com/

hdp://obsidianNnancesucks.blogspot.com/search/la* l/David%zoW ,%zoBrown

hqp://anniebuell.blogspot.com/

hop://douglaschey.blogspot.com /

httpr//www.toddoutten.com/

htto://www.scottsherncom/

hqp://petersivere.blogspot.com /
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http://www.paulcrotycom/

hl ://riladler.blogspot.com/

h* ://jonmadonna.blogspot.com/

hopr/> .lœ enterprisessucks.com /

hop://podlandoregonanti-corruption.blogspot.com/

hop://hypocriteaoorney.blogspot.com/

http://wwwjaninerobben.com/

hopr//duaneboswodh.blogspot.com/

httpr//www.stephenlamontcom/

hdpE/Antelcorruption.blogspot.com/

hdp:/M histleblowermedia.blogspot.com/

http://www.garystachlowski.com/

hdpr/- .lesbiannewspaper.com/

hqp:/> .davidsam an.blx spot.com/

hop:/Y omanhatingrabidlao er.blogspot.com/

hoo://obsidianfnancesucks.blocsoot,com/

http://www.actsofmedia.com/

hl :/> .kalispellmontananews.com/

hon:/> .whitehshm ontananews.com /

hop://clsllcomews.blœ spot.com/

hdp://exposecorruptionblog.blogspot.com/
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hqp://stevenhedberg.blogspot.com/

hop://bankruptcycorruptionblog.blogspot,com/

http://www,exposeevil.com/

httpr//www.daddysworm .com/

http://www.conniebedwell.com/

hqp:/- .exposechildmolesters.com /

http://www.thomassjoblom.com/

hdp://m ontanamow .blogspot.com/

hop://ronaldmeisburg.blœ spot.com/

hop:/> .michaelspreadbuw.com/

http://www.georgecorn.com/

http://www.royceengstrom,com/

http://www.francisgurry.com/

hQpr/intelcorruption.blogspot.com /

hqn:/> .investiaativel'oum alist,ne:

http://www.gailm ackie.com/

hop:/- .dylanenergysucks.com/

hqp://madincainchp.blogspot.com/

hqp://rand- hitestone.blogspot.com/

hqp://suppressthetruth.blogspot.com/

hopr/- .eo osecoudcorruption.com/

httpr//www,oregoniansucks.com/
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http:/- .ancemaggel .com/

hop'.//keknpadrickobsidianfnance.blogspot.com//

hqp://m ichaelgrenier.blogspot.com/

www.shelleyLubben.com

httpr//hookersforjesus.net/

http://www.iam second.com/

htto://www.m sssnectrum .com/

PornNews-roday.com , œ nicaAtliom e.com , Christianpornstar.com , Pom W odhW atching.com ,
œ nicaF,com, Pornstarl-lookerAed.com , Fon œ diaGroup.com , Anericansatanism.com

Pornln-rhevalley.com, œ ms& ainstœ dia.org, Pornpimpingpolitics.com, and are hereby
included as evidence into this case in their entirety,

http:/> .shelleylubben.com /

1, Pro Se Defendant Crystal Cox demand that this coud print out archives of blogs this court
allowed m rc Randazza to Remove

h/p://m ao randazzaeaom aniac.blooo ot.com /

hlp://w ww -m arco ndazzaa ckacom /

h/o:l/trollmacrandazzagcom/

hûp://www-cwe lcoxmacrandazza-com/

h/p://w ww .hvoocritemarcrandazza.com /

hdn://w ww afuckm arco ndazza.com /

hdp://marc-randazza.blooœ ot.com /

h/p://ma/randazza-bloao ot-com/

h/n:/M ww-exnoe mao randazza.com/
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www.o rcRandazza.com

www.o rkrandazza.blogspotcom

www.o rcrandazzaparody.com

httn:/M ww.fuckmarcrandaaa.com/

hc E//marcmndaa heesoeech.blocsoot.com/

hc :/M w .marcranda= sucks.com/

marcrandao iolatedmqenalricht.bloasoot.o m

hdol/- .bloooersriahts.comool z/o3/marc-randawn-defends-rush-lim bauqh-in.html

hqoz//ethia comDlaint.blousoot.comsolz/o6/marœi-randaD -randarn-leaal-arouo.html

hQo:/M w .defamaEondefense.com/searchiabelR rc%zoRandaD

hdo:/R arœanda= eaomaniac.bloasoot.com/

h4o:/A arcandaD .bloqsDot.œ m/

hQDz//marœanda= liedaboutx talc x.bloasoot.K m/

MarcRandaaamom

K ndaaaLeoalGrouosuoks.oom

www.crystalcoxm rcRandazz.com

www.marcjrandazzazcom

www.marcjohnrandazza.com

www.m arcrandazza.info

www.m arcrandazza.biz

www.marcrandazza.org

marc-randazza.blogspot.com

marcrandazzaviolate mylegalrights.blogspot.com
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- .o rcRandazzabc vinaM shole.com

La-  Specificallylnvoked by Defendant Crn ta1 Cox

Defendant Crystal Cox Specilcally lnvokes M ti-slapp Laws.

Defendant Crystal Cox Specifically Invokes the First Amendment of the United States
Constitution.

Defendant Crystal Cox Specifically Invokes the Foudeenth Amendm ent of the United States
Constitution.

Defendant Crystal Cox Specifically lnvokes M ti-Trust Laws, the Sherman Act, Fair Com petition
Laws, as Plaintiff is interfering with fair competition with search engine results.

Defendant Crystal Cox Specifically Invokes The Fair Competition Act (FCA), The Sherman
M titrust M t (1890), M titrust Policy and Competition.

Defendant Crystal Cox Specifically Invokes aII Freedom of Speech Laws. Freedom of speech is
the political right to communicate one's opinions and ideas.

The right to freedom of expression is recognized as a human right under M icle 19 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and recognized in international human rights law in the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). M icle 19 of the ICCPR states that
''lelveryone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference'' and ''everyone shall have
the right to freedom of expression', this right shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart
information and ideas of aII kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the
form of art, or through any other media of his choice''.

NOTE TO COURT: that despite repeated requests by Cox's counsel in aII cases, aII lawyers

for defense and aI1 judges HAW  REFUSED TO DISCLOSE FINANCIAL AND OTHER
CO NFLICTS O F INTEREST that have been sent to them, thus denying Cox the right to fair and
im partial due process as court can then only be presum ed to have conflict or else why fail to
adm it or deny, all therefore fraud on court, through conflicts that cause obstruction, etc.

Defendant CY taI Cox Declaration of Connected Cases
Case 2:12-cw02040-GMN-PA District of Nevada is connected to Case CV-I 1-57-HZ U.S.
District Coud District of Oregon, Case 2:12-mc-00017-JPH Eastern District of W ashington
Circuit Coud of Oregon Multnomah County Case No. 121215329 and Ninth CircuitAppeal
Case: 12-35319. AII case dockets, documents, exhibits are hereby included in this case as
evidence of criminal and civil conspiracy.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On Decem ber27th 2012
I hereby certify that I served the foregoing on:

Las Vegas Couds
333 Las Vegas Blvd. S,
Room 3071
Las Vegas , W  89101

MA Electronic Service with Courts & proval

And to Randazza Legal Group at eœ il rdg@randazza.com and Imt@randazza.com

Respectfully Subm itted
Reverend Investigative Blœ ger Crystal L. Cox
Pro Se Defendant Crystal Cox
Case 2:12-cv-02M 0-G MN-PAL
Mailed on On December 27th 2012
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